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Abstract. Price-matching guarantees (PMGs) are offered in a wide array of product cat-
egories in retail markets. PMGs offer consumers the assurance that, should they find a
lower price elsewhere within a specified period after purchase the retailer will match that
price and refund the price difference. The goal of this study is to explain the following
stylized facts: (1) many retailers that operate both online and offline implement PMG
offline but not online; (2) the practices of PMG vary considerably across retail categories;
and (3) some retailers launch specialized websites that automatically check competitors’
prices for consumers after purchase. To this end, we build a sequential search model
that endogenizes consumers’ pre- and postpurchase search decisions. We find that PMG
expands retail demand but intensifies price competition on two dimensions. PMG drives
retailers to offer deeper promotions because it increases the overall extent of consumer
search, which we call the primary competition-intensifying effect. We also find a new sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect, which results from endogenous consumer search.
As deeper promotions incentivize consumers to continue price search, retailers are forced
to lower the “regular” price to deter consumers from searching. The strength of the sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect increases with the ratio of product valuation to
search cost, which explains the variation in PMG practices online versus offline and across
retail categories. We show that an asymmetric equilibrium exists such that one retailer
offers PMG while the other does not. In this equilibrium, the PMG retailer may benefit
from launching a price check website to facilitate consumers’ postpurchase search.

History: Accepted by J. Miguel Villas-Boas, marketing.

Keywords: price-matching guarantees • sequential consumer search • reservation price rule • mixed pricing strategy • price-beating guarantees

1. Introduction
Price-matching guarantees (PMGs) offer consumers
the assurance that, if they find a lower price elsewhere
within a grace period after purchase, the retailer will
match that price. For example, Walmart promotes its
Christmas Price Guarantee by advertising that “Find
a lower advertised price on a gift after you’ve bought
it? No problem. We’ll give you the price difference
on any identical, available product in a local com-
petitor’s store” (Russell 2011). PMGs are pervasive
in a wide array of product categories ranging from
durable goods to supermarket perishables and from
travel agent services to financial services. In markets
with widespread adoption of PMGs, consumers may
possess imperfect price information even at the time
of purchase. Buying with a PMG gives consumers an
option to benefit fromprice search after purchase in the
hope of finding a lower price and exercising PMG. In
an effort to explore the competitive implications of this
option, we develop a model in which some consumers
have high search costs at the time of purchase, but can
searchwhen search costs are lower at some future date,
if they take advantage of a PMG. Our model offers an
explanation for the stylized facts presented below.

First, retailers like Walmart, Target, Cabela’s, Home
Depot, and Kohl’s offer PMGs in their physical stores
but not on their websites. An astute reader may
argue that this could result from differences in the
competitive structure of the online and offline en-
vironment. Small, low-cost online retailers may be
able to afford to charge substantially lower prices
for select products, which erodes the profitability
of offering PMGs online. In contrast, offline retail-
ers are more predictable and have similar cost struc-
tures to one another. However, online retailers can
define the “qualified” competitors in their price-
matching policies to exclude competition from these
low-cost online retailers. For example, Office Depot’s
online store only matches the prices of “Staples.com,
OfficeMax.com, BestBuy.com, Reliable.com, Quill.com,
Sears.com, Target.com, KMart.com, Costco.com, or
SamsClub.com.”1 Thus, it appears that differences in
competitive structure cannot fully explain retailers’
decisions to offer PMG offline but not online. Our
study sheds light on factors that may explain this
phenomenon.

Second, there is ample evidence that PMG prac-
tices vary considerably across retail categories. We col-
lected a sample of 150 online retailers from the Top 500
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Table 1. PMG Practices Across Categories

No. of PMG No. of total % of PMG
Category retailers retailers retailers

Office supplies 5 5 100
Hardware/Home 3 6 50

improvement
Automobile/Accessories 1 3 33
Specialty/Nonapparel 2 6 33
Health/Beauty 3 10 30
Housewares/Home 2 7 29

furnishings
Mass merchant 4 19 21
Sporting goods 1 5 20
Computer/Electronics 3 17 12
Apparel/Accessories 4 38 11
Othersa 0 34 0
Total 28 150 19

aOthers include books/music/videos, flowers/gifts, toys/hob-
bies, food/drug, and jewelry.

List® by Internet Retailer in 2010. Internet Retailer clas-
sifies retailers into 15 exclusive categories. In Table 1
we report the fraction of retailers in each category
that offer PMGs.2 In the office supplies category, all
five online retailers—Staples, Office Depot, OfficeMax,
Vistaprint, Shoplet—offer PMGs. However, none of the
retailers in the jewelry category offers PMG. In the
computer/electronics category, ABT, Ritz, and Crutch-
field offer PMGs while others do not. Prior research
argues that the variation in PMG practices across cat-
egories can be explained by the difference in the size
of consumer segments with different search behaviors
(Chen et al. 2001). However, this explanation seems less
plausible in the online setting where consumer seg-
ments may not vary much across product categories.
In this study we develop a theory that can explain the
market phenomenon in Table 1 even when the sizes
of different consumer segments are the same across
categories.
Third, Asda, Walmart’s operation and the second

largest supermarket chain in the United Kingdom, sup-
plements its PMG with a price check website (http://
www.asdapriceguarantee.co.uk/) along with a mobile
app that facilitates consumers’ postpurchase search.
This website works as follows. After grocery shopping,
consumers enter the receipt details on the price check
website. This website then automatically checks the
prices of purchased groceries from competing retailers
including Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Morrisons, andWaitrose.
If Asda’s price of comparable groceries is not 10% lower
relative to the competitors’ prices, consumers receive
the price difference in the form of a voucher that can
be used in the future shopping trips. It was reported
that 800,000 consumers used this price check website
in the first two months of 2011 (Asda 2011). Note that
this type of price check website is useful only after

purchase and can greatly facilitate consumers’ post-
purchase search. However, it is not clear why Asda
would invest in such a website. Conventional wisdom
might suggest that this type ofwebsitemay induce con-
sumers to search more actively after purchase, thereby
intensifying price competition. As a result, Asda could
suffer significant losses by hosting such website. Our
paper provides a rationale for why it may be profitable
for Asda to do so.

Motivated by these stylized facts, we seek to answer
the following questions facing retail managers: (1) In a
given product category, under what market conditions
should retailers offer PMGs? For example, are we more
likely to observe PMGs in markets with high search
costs (e.g., offline) or low search costs (e.g., online)?
(2) Why is it that all retailers in some product cate-
gories offer PMGs but few or none offer PMGs in other
categories? For example, are we more likely to observe
PMGs in categories with high or low product valuation
(e.g., jewelry versus electronics versus office goods)?
(3) Do retailers have the incentive to invest in technolo-
gies to facilitate consumers’ postpurchase search? If so,
under what market conditions is it profitable for retail-
ers to do so?

1.1. Overview of Model Setup and Major Results
To address these issues, we consider a symmetric duo-
poly in which retailers decide whether or not to offer
PMG. Conditional on this decision, retailers simul-
taneously set prices. Consumers who are heteroge-
neous in their pre- and postpurchase search costs then
search sequentially for price information. We apply the
“Pandora’s rule” in Weitzman (1979) to construct con-
sumers’ optimal search rule, which in turn determines
both their equilibrium shopping decisions and retail-
ers’ equilibrium pricing and price-matching strategies.

We examine amodel inwhich consumers exhibit one
of three search and purchase behaviors. We label these
three consumer segments as shoppers, nonshoppers, and
refundees. Shoppers are consumers who have low pre-
purchase search cost. They obtain price information
before purchase and directly purchase from the low-
price retailer independent of the retailers’ decision to
offer PMG. Nonshoppers are consumers with high pre-
and postpurchase search costs. In equilibrium, these
consumers do not search and therefore purchase from
the retailer with the lower expected price. Refundees
have high prepurchase search costs but low postpur-
chase search costs. As explained later, it is realistic to
expect that search costs may vary over time and that
consumers may have lower postpurchase search costs.
For example, consumers may have a high waiting cost
if an appliance breaks down unexpectedly. They may
have to purchase without searching extensively. At a
later time (within the grace period), they may have
time to search and could benefit from PMG. The shop-
ping behavior of refundees depends on whether or
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not retailers offer PMG. In the absence of PMG, refun-
dees act like nonshoppers. In the presence of PMG,
refundees skip prepurchase search, patronize the PMG
retailer(s), conduct postpurchase search, and ask for
a price match if they find a lower price. We find that
PMG has a demand-expansion effect: PMG attracts
the refundee segment at the expense of some shop-
pers and nonshoppers, but the net effect of PMG on
retail demand is positive. Furthermore, the demand-
expansion effect increases with the size of refundees.
With competition for these three consumer segments,

retailers’ pricing will be in mixed strategies; that is,
each retailer charges a range of prices with varying
probabilities. We show that PMG intensifies price com-
petition on two dimensions. On the one hand, PMG
provides refundees with the opportunity to search
after purchase and obtain a lower price if available.
Consequently, both retailers are compelled to offer
deeper promotions (retailers charge high prices with
smaller probability and low prices with greater prob-
ability) because PMG increases the overall extent of
consumer search. We call this the primary competition-
intensifying effect. Because consumer search is endoge-
nous in our model, the primary competition-inten-
sifying effect alters consumers’ search and purchase
behaviors such that deeper promotions provide con-
sumers greater incentives to search elsewhere for a
lower price. To counter this growing incentive of con-
sumer search, both retailers may be forced to lower
their “regular” price (the commonupper bound of both
retailers’ price distributions is lowered). We label this
the secondary competition-intensifying effect. While the
primary competition-intensifying effect increases with
the size of shoppers, the strength of the secondary
competition-intensifying effect increases with the ratio
of product valuation to search cost.
Retailers’ equilibrium price-matching strategies de-

pend on the relative importance of the demand-expan-
sion effect and the (primary and secondary) compe-
tition-intensifying effects. When the size of shoppers
is large, PMG is not offered in equilibrium since it is
unprofitable to induce even more search by offering
PMG. Conversely, when the size of refundees is large,
the demand-expansion effect is strong, and both retail-
ers offering PMG is an equilibrium. Finally, when the
sizes of shoppers and refundees are both small, the
equilibrium outcome depends on the ratio of prod-
uct valuation to search cost. When the ratio of prod-
uct valuation to search cost is high, the secondary
competition-intensifying effect is strong, and further
intensifying competition by offering PMG is not prof-
itable. When the ratio of product valuation to search
cost is low, both retailers offering PMG is an equilib-
rium. When the ratio of product valuation to search
cost is intermediate, there exists an asymmetric equi-
librium in which one retailer offers PMG while the

other does not. In the asymmetric equilibrium, the
PMG retailer always charges an average price, which is
weakly greater than that of the non-PMG retailer.

Finally, we relax our assumption of price matching
and expand the strategy space to allow the use of price-
beating guarantees (PBGs). Through PBGs, retailers
promise to beat any competitor’s lower price by a cer-
tain percentage, which we call the refund depth. We
find that our results are still robust in the PBG case.
We show that both average retail prices and retail prof-
its are decreasing in the refund depth. The parameter
space under which PBG is profitable shrinks as the
refund depth increases. In addition, PBGs are less prof-
itable than PMGs. This finding is consistent with Hviid
and Shaffer (1994) and Corts (1995) who also show that
PBGs are less preferable to PMGs.

How can we relate our findings to observed market
practices? First, we are able to explain why some retail-
ers who operate both online and offline implement
PMG offline but not online. As noted above, the sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect strengthens as
the ratio of product valuation to search cost increases.
Since the online search cost is lower than offline search
cost, for the same product the ratio of product val-
uation to search costs is greater in online markets
than offlinemarkets. Under these conditions ourmodel
would predict that the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect in the online environment is stronger than
in the offline environment, thus explaining why retail-
ers that operate both online and offline only offer PMGs
offline but not online.Note that our explanation holds even
when the competitive structure in online and offline markets
is the same.
Second, our findings offer an explanation for the

considerable variation in PMG practices across retail
categories as is shown in Table 1. This is because prod-
uct valuations differ across retail categories. For exam-
ple, the product valuation of office supplies is low so
the secondary competition-intensifying effect faced by
retailers in this category is relatively weak, and there-
fore PMG is profitable. In comparison, jewelry has
very high product valuation. Our model predicts that
in such categories, the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect is strong, rendering it unprofitable to offer
PMG. In the electronics category, however, product val-
uation is moderately high; in such markets, it is only
profitable for some, but not all, retailers to offer PMGs.
Thus, an asymmetric equilibrium emerges in suchmar-
kets.Note that our explanation for these differences in PMG
practices holds, even if the mix of customers is the same
across the product categories.
To shed light on the seemingly counterintuitive appli-

cation of the price check website by Asda, we first
note that such price check website essentially trans-
forms some nonshoppers into refundees by increasing
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the proportion of consumers who have low postpur-
chase search cost. We find that the PMG retailer may
benefit from price check technology in the asymmetric
equilibrium.On theonehand, this technology increases
the overall extent of consumer search and thus magni-
fies the (primary and secondary) competition-intensi-
fying effect of PMG. On the other hand, the demand-
expansion effect of PMG also becomes stronger as the
size of refundees increases. When the size of refundees
is relatively small, we show that the latter effect domi-
nates the former and that the PMG retailer is better off
with the price check technology.

1.2. Literature Review
Our paper builds on several streams of research. There
is a long tradition inmarketing and economics of exam-
ining the competitive implications of PMG. However,
there is no consensus on whether PMG is anti- or
procompetitive. Early researchers argue that PMG can
facilitate tacit collusion among competing retailers and
is therefore anticompetitive (see, e.g., Hay 1982, Salop
1986, Logan and Lutter 1989, Baye and Kovenock 1994,
Chen 1995, Zhang 1995). When retailers are committed
to match lower prices charged by competitors in the
market, no one has the incentive to undercut the rivals.
Hviid and Shaffer (1999) and Coughlan and Shaffer
(2009) highlight the sensitivity of these findings to cer-
tain assumptions made in earlier research. Hviid and
Shaffer (1999) find that an infinitesimally small has-
sle cost could attenuate the ability of PMG to mitigate
price competition. Coughlan and Shaffer (2009) exam-
ine situations in which retailers carry multiple prod-
ucts and have limited shelf space. They show thatwhen
both asymmetric product substitutability and shelf-
space availability are considered, retail price under
PMG may even fall below the competitive level. Jain
and Srivastava (2000) and Moorthy and Winter (2006)
propose that PMG can serve as a credible signal of low
prices in a market where consumers have incomplete
price information and never conduct price search.3
By identifying a segment of refundees that takes ad-

vantage of costless postpurchase search under PMG,
our study is closely related to another strand of lit-
erature that proposes PMG as a price discrimination
tool. The idea is that, when consumers are heteroge-
neous, PMG can be used to price discriminate one con-
sumer type over the others. Janssen and Parakhonyak
(2013) and Yankelevich and Vaughan (2016) both inves-
tigate the price discrimination role of PMG within
the endogenous search framework. In Janssen and
Parakhonyak (2013), some consumers with high search
cost do not search in equilibrium but are able to pas-
sively receive a price quote after purchase. In addition,
consumers do not know whether retailers offer PMG
at the time of purchase; thus, PMG does not affect con-
sumers’ search and purchase decisions. Consequently,

PMG increases consumers’ option value of purchase
and knowing this, all retailers charge a higher price.
Yankelevich and Vaughan (2016) assume that some
shoppers patronize PMG retailers only and will invoke
PMG if a lower price exists. As a result, PMG increases
retail prices. In contrast to their findings that PMG
is anticompetitive, we show that PMG is procompeti-
tive as it provides refundees the opportunity to search
after purchase. The overall extent of consumer search
increases; hence, the retail price is lowered. We also
find that endogenous consumer search could lead to a
secondary effect on retail competition that affects the
retailers’ regular price, which has been ignored in this
stream of work.

Png and Hirshleifer (1987), Corts (1997), Chen et al.
(2001), and Hviid and Shaffer (2012) assume that some
consumers are exogenously endowed with the ability
to take advantage of PMG while others cannot. Png
and Hirshleifer (1987) find that PMG induces retail-
ers to charge higher prices and is always profitable
for retailers. Corts (1997) shows that PMG may lead
to higher or lower prices but it is still profitable for
retailers to offer PMG. Chen et al. (2001) show that
both price and profit can go up or down when retail-
ers institute PMG depending on market parameters.
Hviid and Shaffer (2012) investigate the case where
small local stores set prices at the local level while large
chain stores set prices at the national level independent
of local market conditions. They delineate the market
conditions under which it is optimal for the local stores
to offer PMG, price-beating guarantee (PBG), and no
price guarantee.

Empirical evidence on the competitive effects of PMG
is somewhat limited. Hess and Gerstner (1991) and
Arbatskaya et al. (2004, 2006) provide empirical evi-
dence that is consistent with the anticompetitive role
of PMG. The latter two studies examine price quotes
obtained from U.S. newspaper advertisements in late
1996. In their study of guarantees across a variety of
products, Arbatskaya et al. (2004) document that about
37% of guarantees could be classified as price-beating
guarantees (PBGs) rather than PMGs, although PMGs
are still the mainstream. PMGs are found to be more
likely than PBGs to apply to selling rather than adver-
tised prices and to have less restrictive terms for ful-
fillment. Based on these findings, the authors conclude
that PMGs are more likely to facilitate collusion. Using
data on tire advertisements from the same period,
Arbatskaya et al. (2006) find that PMGs tend to be asso-
ciated with higher prices than competitors that do not
offer them. They take this as evidence that is consistent
with the anticompetitive role of PMG, but they also
note that fostering price discrimination is an alterna-
tive explanation for this result.

While evidence in the above studies tends to favor
the collusion story, Moorthy and Winter (2006) and
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Moorthy and Zhang (2006) find that PMG is usually
not adopted by all retailers in a market and tends to
be adopted by retailers with low costs or low quality,
which they take as inconsistent with PMG being anti-
competitive. They argue that this and other evidence
is most consistent with PMG as a signal of low prices.
In a case study of British supermarket prices, Manez
(2006) finds evidence that the low-price retailer initi-
ated PMG, which is consistent with using PMG to sig-
nal low prices. In an experimental market study, Yuan
and Krishna (2011) find that subjects who were desig-
nated to be sellers tended to offer PMG when they had
the option to do so, and they varied prices in a way
consistent with using mixed strategies for price dis-
crimination. Buyers also searched more when PMGs
were available. These results were taken as evidence
in favor of the use of PMG as a price discrimination
device. Thus, different studies have found evidence for
and against explanations of PMG as a device for col-
lusion, signaling, and price discrimination. However,
the above empirical evidence covers only a limited
selection of markets, and some of it may be obsolete
because data were collected prior to the widespread
use of Internet. Moreover, none of the studies dis-
cussed in this paragraph have explicitly examined the
use of PMG as an option to take advantage of post-
purchase search.
There is a behavioral literature that examines con-

sumers’ postpurchase search behavior in the presence
of PMG. Kukar-Kinney et al. (2007) suggest that there
exists a group of “less price-conscious” consumerswho
purchase from a PMG retailer to avoid costly prepur-
chase search because prepurchase search cost is high
compared with the gain from search. Dutta and Biswas
(2005) investigate the moderating role of value con-
sciousness in the relationship between PMG and con-
sumers’ postpurchase search intentions. They find that
consumers who have “high value consciousness” are
prone to conduct postpurchase search, as the bene-
fit from postpurchase search exceeds its cost. Their
findings support our assumption of the existence of
refundees, i.e., consumers who have high prepurchase
search costs but low postpurchase search costs. Lim
and Ho (2008) provide an experimental analysis in
which respondents are explicitly asked to reveal the
likelihood of postpurchase search. They find that con-
sumers are generally more likely to search after pur-
chase when faced with a PMG retailer. The central
theme of these papers is to identify the type of con-
sumers who will search after purchase in the pres-
ence of PMG. In addition, Dutta et al. (2011) evaluate
the ability of PMG to reduce consumer regret when a
lower price is discovered after purchase. Kukar-Kinney
and Grewal (2006) study how retail factors, such as
retail environment and store reputation, affect con-
sumers’ postpurchase search intentions and willing-
ness to invoke PMG. Finally, McWilliams and Gerstner

(2006) show theoretically that PMG can be used to
improve customer retention by reducing the dissatis-
faction of customers who found a lower price after
purchase.We build on this literature by explicitly mod-
eling consumers’ postpurchase behavior and examin-
ing the effect that postpurchase search behavior has on
stores’ optimal pricing and price-matching strategies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the model description including key
assumptions and the game structure. We present the
analysis in Section 3. In Section 4 we extend the base-
line model to the case of price-beating guarantees and
conclude in Section 5.

2. Model
Consider a market with two ex ante identical retailers
indexed by i (i � A,B). They sell a homogeneous prod-
uct to the end consumers. Consumers have a product
valuation of v, which is the maximum they are will-
ing to pay for one unit of the product. Without any
loss of generality, we assume that retailers have iden-
tical marginal costs, which are normalized to zero. We
assume that consumers search sequentially for price
information with perfect recall. To assure full partic-
ipation, we assume that consumers obtain the first
price quote for free. Sequential price search, perfect
recall, and the first price quote for free are common
assumptions in the consumer search literature (e.g.,
Morgan and Manning 1985, Stahl 1989, Moorthy et al.
1997, Kuksov 2004). The measure of consumers is nor-
malized to one without loss of generality. Consumers
demand at most one unit of the product.

To allow for heterogeneity in search costs before and
after purchase, we assume that some consumers have
a prepurchase search cost of 0 after the initial free
search, while others have a positive prepurchase search
cost of c > 0. Consumers who have purchased from a
PMG retailer may continue to search after purchase
for a better deal within the grace period. We assume
that the postpurchase search cost is 0 for some con-
sumers and c for others. Discrete heterogeneity in pre-
and postpurchase search costs yields four exhaustive
and mutually exclusive segments of consumers: con-
sumers who have zero pre- and postpurchase search
costs; consumers who have zero prepurchase search
cost but a postpurchase search cost of c; consumer who
have a prepurchase search cost of c but zero postpur-
chase search cost; and consumers who have pre- and
postpurchase search costs of c.

A key assumption of this paper is the existence of
consumers with high prepurchase search cost but low
postpurchase search cost. It is not hard to envision
cases in which this holds true. First, prepurchase price
search is usually accompanied with product-related
information search and thus can be more cognitively
challenging for consumers than postpurchase price
search. If the retailer offers a PMG, consumersmay buy
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Figure 1. Timeline of Decisions in the Game

Stage 1: Price-matching strategies PMA = 0, 1

S = 〈0, 0〉 S = 〈1, 0〉 S = 〈0, 1〉 S = 〈1, 1〉

Fi
〈0,0〉(p) Fi

〈1,0〉(p) Fi
〈0,1〉(p) Fi

〈1,1〉(p)

Stage 3: Consumer search and
purchase strategies

Prepurchase search
Purchase
Postpurchase search
Refund

Prepurchase search
Purchase
Postpurchase search
Refund

Prepurchase search
Purchase
Postpurchase search
Refund

PMB = 0, 1

Retailer A Retailer B

Stage 2: Mixed pricing strategies

Prepurchase search
Purchase
Postpurchase search
Refund

the item and wait until time costs are lower to check
other prices. Second, consumers under time pressure
or making an unplanned purchase may value time
before purchase more than after purchase. For exam-
ple, if an appliance such as a TV, refrigerator, or air
conditioner breaks down, the cost of doing without the
itemwhile a complete search is conducted may be very
high. Knowing that the retailer has a PMG policy, the
consumer may buy the itemwithout searching and use
it while waiting for a more opportune time to check
prices at other stores. A grace period to exercise the
PMG allows the consumer to wait until search costs are
low. As noted in our literature review, several studies
support the existence of this consumer segment.
The game unfolds in three stages, as shown in Fig-

ure 1. In the first stage, retailers simultaneously choose
their price-matching strategies, which then become
common knowledge to all agents in subsequent stages
of the game. Let PMi

� 1 or 0 be an indicator of whether
retailer i (i � A,B) offers PMG or not, respectively. We
use S � 〈PMA ,PMB〉 to index the subgame in which
the price-matching strategies of retailer A and B are
PMA and PMB , respectively. There are four possible
subgames: 〈0, 0〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉, and 〈1, 1〉. The fixed cost
of implementing PMG is assumed to be zero with-
out loss of generality. We further assume that PMG is
legally binding and enforceable. In the second stage,
both retailers simultaneously set prices conditional on
their first-stage price-matching strategies. Given the
discrete consumer segments, particularly the existence

of consumers with zero prepurchase search costs, we
anticipate the pricing equilibrium to be inmixed strate-
gies. We denote retailer i’s price distribution in sub-
game S as F i

S(p). In the third stage, consumers who
have perfect knowledge of their own search cost struc-
ture make decisions on prepurchase search, purchase,
postpurchase search, and refund redemption en masse.
The equilibrium concept we employ is subgame per-
fect Nash equilibrium. For reference, a summary of
the model notations is presented in Table A.1 of the
appendix.

3. Analysis
In this section we proceed in the following manner.
Since consumers’ search behavior will have a signifi-
cant bearing on retailers’ pricing decisions, we estab-
lish consumers’ optimal search rule in Section 3.1. In
Section 3.2, we characterize retailers’ pricing strategies
while taking consumers’ optimal search behavior into
account and taking retailers’ first-stage decisions as
given. Finally, we characterize retailers’ price-matching
strategies in Section 3.3.

3.1. Optimal Consumer Search Rule
Consumers will engage in search as long as the ex-
pected benefit from search is greater than their search
cost. Given a priori lowest price quote z at hand, con-
sumer surplus from sampling an additional retailer
that charges a price of p is

CS(p; z)� max{z − p , 0}. (1)
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Then the marginal benefit of sampling once from re-
tailer i’s price distribution F i(p) mixing over the inter-
val [l , u] is the expected consumer surplus of search

ECS(z; F i(p))�
∫ u

l
CS(p; z) dF i(p). (2)

For consumers with search cost c, there exists a unique
z such that the marginal benefit of search is equal to
search cost. We define this unique price threshold as
retailer i’s reservation price r i :

r i
� arg

z

{
ECS(z; F i(p)) − c � 0

}
. (3)

The economic meaning of r i is the price at which con-
sumers with search cost c are indifferent to sampling
retailer i or not. It is easy to see that r i is an increasing
function of c.

Following Weitzman (1979), we can summarize the
optimal search strategy for consumers with search
cost c as follows. When they base their search strategy
on retailers’ pricing strategies only, consumers with
search cost c will sample the retailer with the lower
reservation price first, followed by the retailer with the
higher reservation price. They stop at the first retailer
that charges a price below mini�A,B r i or else pick the
retailer with the lower price after both retailers are
sampled. In Lemma 6, we show that the retailer with
the lower reservation price also has a lower average
price. This means that consumers with search cost c
first sample the retailer with the lower average price
in the hope of getting a good deal and completing the
costly search process as early as possible. Otherwise, if
the price is not low enough, they will continue price
search with the second retailer. If both retailers have
the same reservation price, consumers are indifferent
and will search randomly.
For consumers with zero (pre- or postpurchase)

search cost, the marginal benefit of search is weakly
greater than their search cost. Thus, the optimal search
rule for consumers with zero search cost is to obtain
price information from both retailers before stopping.4
Given the optimal search rule, we can proceed to char-
acterize the equilibrium pricing strategies.

3.2. Equilibrium Price Distributions
We first characterize the equilibrium upper bound of
retailers’ mixed pricing strategies in each subgame in
Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Let r i
S be the reservation price of retailer i in sub-

game S. Both retailers’ price distributions share a common
upper bound uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S}.

Proof. See the appendix.

Table 2. Notation of Consumer Segments

Postpurchase search cost

Consumer segment 0 c

Prepurchase 0 Shoppers (α)
search cost c Refundees (β) Nonshoppers (γ)

Lemma 1 states that the upper bound of both retail-
ers’ price distributions is the minimum of the prod-
uct valuation and the minimum reservation prices of
both retailers. Prices above the product valuation v are
dominated since there will be zero demand. Any price
abovemini�A,B r i will encourage consumers to continue
to search elsewhere and is therefore weakly dominated
by mini�A,B r i . A key implication of Lemma 1 is that,
in equilibrium, consumers with pre- or postpurchase search
cost c do not conduct actual search except for the first free
quote based on the optimal search rule. For ease of expo-
sition, we call a fraction of α consumers with zero
prepurchase search cost “shoppers,” a fraction of β
consumers with positive prepurchase search cost but
zero postpurchase search cost “refundees,” and a frac-
tion of γ consumers with both pre- and postpurchase
search cost of c “nonshoppers.” In our model, α + β +
γ � 1; see Table 2. We characterize the equilibrium
search and purchase behavior of each consumer seg-
ment in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Given assumptions on consumers’ pre- and
postpurchase search costs, the optimal consumer search and
purchase behavior for each consumer segment in equilibrium
is as follows:

(i) Nonshoppers do not search, purchase from the retailer
with the (weakly) lower reservation price, and pay the price
charged by the retailer.

(ii) In the absence of PMG, refundees act like nonshop-
pers. In the presence of PMG, refundees purchase from a
PMG retailer. After purchase, they take advantage of costless
postpurchase search and ask for a refund if a lower price is
found.

(iii) Shoppers search both retailers before purchase and
purchase directly from the retailer that charges the lower
price.

Proof. See the appendix.

Since they have no price information, nonshoppers
directly purchase from the retailer with the lower reser-
vation price. If both retailers have the same reservation
price, nonshoppers pick retailers randomly. The shop-
ping behavior of refundees depends upon the presence
or absence of PMG retailers. In the absence of PMG,
refundees, like nonshoppers, cannot obtain any benefit
from postpurchase search and will purchase from the
retailer with the lower reservation price. In the pres-
ence of PMG, refundees will purchase from the PMG
retailer(s) to take advantage of costless postpurchase
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search and ask for a refund if a lower price is discov-
ered after purchase. This highlights an important dis-
tinction between nonshoppers and refundees. That is,
nonshoppers’ search strategy hinges on retailers’ pric-
ing strategies only while refundees’ shopping behav-
ior is dependent on both pricing and price-matching
strategies of retailers.
Because it can entice refundees to purchase, PMG

has a direct demand effect on retailers that offer it.
PMG retailers are positioned to cater to the needs
of refundees who prefer to avoid costly prepurchase
search and postpone search until after purchase. In
the Asda example in the introduction, the 800,000 con-
sumers who visited Asda’s price check website in the
first two months of 2011 to compare prices after pur-
chase fit the definition of refundees in our model.

Shoppers collect price information from both retail-
ers before purchase and are guaranteed to pay the low-
est market price. One might wonder why shoppers do
not invoke PMG at the time of purchase instead, in
which case they also pay the lowest market price. The
reason is as follows: Suppose that a shopper commits
to purchase from a PMG retailer and decides to invoke
PMG if the competing retailer charges a lower price.
The shopper would now act like a “loyal” consumer,
thus enabling the PMG retailer to charge a higher
price. Due to the strategic complementarity of prices,
the competing retailer will do the same. Although this
shopper still pays the lowest market price, the low-
est market price itself will be higher relative to the
case when the shopper commits to directly purchase
from the retailer with the lower price. Thus, shoppers
are strictly worse off if they commit to purchase from the
PMG retailer and invoke PMG.
Because of the need to serve all three consumer seg-

ments, retailers’ pricingwill be inmixed strategies; that
is, each retailer charges a range of prices with vary-
ing probabilities. Because of symmetry, it is sufficient
for us to consider the following three subgames in the
pricing stage: 〈0, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉, and 〈1, 0〉.
3.2.1. Neither Retailer Offers PMG. Consider the sub-
game 〈0, 0〉 in which neither retailer offers PMG. In
this subgame, like nonshoppers, refundees who can-
not take advantage of costless postpurchase search ran-
domly pick one retailer. Therefore, each retailer attracts
half of the refundees and nonshoppers who pay the
observed price. Shoppers visit the retailer with a lower
price. When it charges a price of pA, retailer A can
attract all shoppers if retailer B charges a price greater
than pA, which occurs with probability 1 − FB

〈0, 0〉(pA).
Thus, the expected profit of retailer A when it charges
a price of pA is given by

EΠA
〈0, 0〉(pA)�

{
α
[
1− FB

〈0, 0〉(pA)
]
+
β+ γ

2

}
pA . (4)

The equilibrium price distribution is reported in
Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. When neither retailer offers PMG, the equilib-
rium price distribution for retailer i is given by

F i
〈0, 0〉(p) � 1−

β+ γ

2α

(
u〈0, 0〉

p
− 1

)
,

for p ∈ [l〈0, 0〉 , u〈0, 0〉], (5)

where u〈0, 0〉 � min{r i
〈0, 0〉 , v} and l〈0, 0〉 � ((β + γ)/2/(α +

(β+γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉 is the lower bound of the price distribution.
Here, r i

〈0, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer i and is defined
in the appendix. The profit of retailer i is given by

Πi
〈0, 0〉 �

β+ γ

2 u〈0, 0〉 . (6)

Proof. See the appendix.
3.2.2. Both Retailers Offer PMGs. Next we focus on
the subgame 〈1, 1〉 in which both retailers implement
PMGs. The effective price refundees pay is the mini-
mum price of both retailers. Moreover, they are indif-
ferent with purchasing from either retailer. Therefore,
retailer A can attract all shoppers with probability 1−
FB
〈1, 1〉(pA)when it charges a price pA, together with half

of refundees and nonshoppers. The expected profit of
retailer A when it charges a price pA is given by

EΠA
〈1, 1〉(pA) �

{
α[1− FB

〈1, 1〉(pA)]+
γ

2

}
pA

+
β

2E
[

min
pB∈ΣB

〈1, 1〉

{pA , pB}
]
, (7)

in which pB is the price charged by retailer B chosen
from the strategy set ΣB

〈1, 1〉 . E[minpB∈ΣB
〈1, 1〉
{pA , pB}] is the

expected effective price refundees pay and can be fur-
ther expanded as [1− FB

〈1, 1〉(pA)]pA + ∫ pA

l〈1, 1〉
pB dFB

〈1, 1〉(pB).
If pB ≥ pA, which occurs with probability 1− FB

〈1, 1〉(pA),
refundees pay pA. Otherwise, if pB < pA the effective
price for refundees will be pB . In this case, the effec-
tiveprice refundeespayonaverage is ∫ pA

l〈1, 1〉
pB dFB

〈1, 1〉(pB).
The equilibrium pricing strategies are summarized in
Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. When both retailers offer PMG, the equilibrium
price distribution for retailer i is given by

F i
〈1, 1〉(p) � 1−

γ/2
α+ β/2

[(
u〈1, 1〉

p

) (α+β/2)/α
− 1

]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 1〉 , u〈1, 1〉], (8)

where u〈1, 1〉 � min{r i
〈1, 1〉 , v} and l〈1, 1〉 � (γ/2/(α +

(β+ γ)/2))α/(α+β/2)u〈1, 1〉 is the lower bound of the price dis-
tribution. Here, r i

〈1, 1〉 is the reservation price of retailer i and
is defined in the appendix. The profit of retailer i is given by

Πi
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β+ γ

2

)
·
(

γ/2
α+ (β+ γ)/2

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 . (9)

Proof. See the appendix.
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3.2.3. When Only Retailer A Offers PMG. Finally, we
turn to the asymmetric subgame 〈1, 0〉 in which re-
tailer A offers PMGwhile retailer B does not. Retailer A
sells to all shoppers with probability 1− FB

〈1, 0〉(pA), and
all refundees with certainty, while retailer B sells to
all shoppers with probability 1− FA

〈1, 0〉(pB), and attracts
no refundees. Since nonshoppers purchase from the
retailer with lowest reservation price, their purchase
decisions are endogenous to retailers’ pricing strate-
gies. We denote µ (1 ≥ µ ≥ 0) as the shopping strat-
egy of nonshoppers; that is, µ represents the proba-
bility that nonshoppers will patronize retailer A. In
the aggregate, µ can be reinterpreted as the propor-
tion of nonshoppers purchasing from retailer A and
1−µ is the fraction of nonshoppers who purchase from
retailer B. Thus, the expected profit of retailer A when
it charges a price of pA is given by

EΠA
〈1, 0〉(pA) �

{
α[1− FB

〈1, 0〉(pA)]+ µγ
}

pA

+ βE
[

min
pB∈ΣB

〈1, 0〉

{pA , pB}
]
, (10)

in which pB is the price charged by retailer B cho-
sen from its strategy set ΣB

〈1, 0〉 . The expected profit of
retailer B when it charges a price pB is given by

EΠB
〈1, 0〉(pB)�

{
α[1− FA

〈1, 0〉(pB)]+ (1− µ)γ
}

pB . (11)

We report the equilibrium pricing strategies in the
asymmetric subgame in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. When only retailer A offers PMG, there exists a
unique µ∗ such that 0.5 > µ∗ > 0 when the size of refundees
is small (β < β̄) and µ∗ � 0 when the size of refundees is large
(β ≥ β̄). Given µ∗, the equilibrium pricing strategies for both
retailers are given by

FA
〈1, 0〉(p)�1−

(1−µ∗)γ
α

(
u〈1, 0〉

p
−1

)
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉];

FB
〈1, 0〉(p)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+µ∗γ

α+ β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+β)/α]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉),

(12)

where u〈1, 0〉 � min{rB
〈1, 0〉 , v} and l〈1, 0〉 � ((1− µ∗)γ/(α +

(1− µ∗)γ))u〈1, 0〉 is the lower bound of both retailers’ price
distributions. Here, r i

〈1, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer i
and is defined in the appendix. The profits of retailer A and
B are given by

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 �

(α+ β+ µ∗γ)(1− µ∗)γ
α+ (1− µ∗)γ u〈1, 0〉 and

ΠB
〈1, 0〉 � (1− µ∗)γu〈1, 0〉 .

(13)

Proof. See the appendix.

The first sentence of Lemma 4 characterizes non-
shoppers’ equilibrium shopping behavior. Note that
nonshoppers do not search and thus will strategically
choose the retailer with the lower reservation price
(and average price). Recognizing that retailer A has a
greater incentive to charge a high price after obtain-
ing all refundees by offering PMG, nonshoppers are
therefore less prone to purchase from retailer A than B.
This means that retailer A gets less than one half of
the nonshoppers, 0.5 > µ∗ ≥ 0. We find that, when the
size of refundees is relatively small (β ≤ β̄), nonshop-
pers adopt a mixed shopping strategy (0.5 > µ∗ > 0)
such that the marginal nonshopper is indifferent to
both retailers since their reservation prices (and aver-
age prices) are equal in equilibrium, rA

〈1, 0〉 � rB
〈1, 0〉 . When

the size of refundees is relatively large (β > β̄), non-
shoppers follow a pure strategy; that is, they will pur-
chase from retailer B with probability one (µ∗ � 0).
Although all nonshoppers buy from retailer B in this
case, retailer B’s reservation price (and the average
price) is still lower than that of retailer A, that is
rA
〈1, 0〉 > rB

〈1, 0〉 . This result is consistent with the finding
of Arbatskaya et al. (2006) that PMG retailers tend to
charge prices weakly higher than non-PMG retailers.

The second part of Lemma 4 characterizes the equi-
librium pricing strategies of both retailers. The equi-
librium price distributions in Equation (12) imply
that retailer B will have a mass point at the upper
bound u〈1, 0〉 . In line with Narasimhan (1988), the upper
bound is customarily interpreted as the “regular” or
“nonpromoted” price, and any price below the regular
price is considered a “promotion.” This result means
that retailer A always runs a promotionwhile retailer B
charges the regular price with positive probability (has
a point mass at the regular price). The intuition for this
finding is that, although retailer B loses all refundees to
retailer A, it attracts more nonshoppers than retailer A
(µ∗ < 0.5). Hence, retailer B has a greater incentive to
charge the regular price to appropriate surplus from
nonshoppers than retailer A. At the same time, after
losing all refundees to retailer A, shoppers become
strategically more important for retailer B. When we
compare the price distributions of both retailers, we
find that retailer B offers deep discounts more fre-
quently to become more appealing to shoppers.

Next we summarize the difference in the clientele
mix of retailers in the asymmetric case when only
retailer A offers PMG. The customer base of retailer A
comprises all shoppers with lower probability, all
refundees, and a smaller proportion of nonshoppers.
In contrast, retailer B serves all shoppers with higher
probability and a larger fraction of nonshoppers. How-
ever, it is not a priori obvious which retailer has a
larger expected demand. The following proposition
compares the retail demand of both retailers in the
asymmetric subgame.
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Proposition 2. When only retailer A offers PMG, retailer A
has a larger expected demand than retailer B.

Proof. See the appendix.

Even though retailer A is less attractive to shoppers
and nonshoppers, it sets prices such that the store loy-
alty of refundees offsets the reduced demand from the
other two consumer segments. This is consistent with
the experimental finding that PMG encourages more
in-store visits and increases purchase intentions (Sri-
vastava and Lurie 2001). A corollary of Proposition 2
is that ΠA

〈1, 0〉 > Π
B
〈1, 0〉 since retailer A has both a larger

expected demand and an average price weakly greater
than retailer B.
More generally, Proposition 2 implies that PMG has

a demand-expansion effect. To see this, note that in sub-
games 〈0, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉, both retailers split all three con-
sumer segments evenly and hence have an expected
demand of one half. In subgame 〈1, 0〉 retailer A’s
expected demand is greater than one half while
retailer B’s expected demand is less than one half.
Thus, retailer A’s demand increases when it unilat-
erally offers PMG. Similarly, retailer B’s demand also
increases by offering PMG when retailer A is already a
PMG retailer. Moreover, the demand-expansion effect
of PMG increases with the size of refundees β.

3.3. Stage 1: Price-Matching Strategies
In Section 3.3, we address the issue of whether and
under what conditions retailers can benefit from offer-
ing PMG in a competitive environment. That is, given
the structure of three subgames developed in the pre-
ceding subsections, we derive market conditions under
which neither, one, or both retailers offering PMG is an
equilibrium.
Because consumer search is endogenous in our

model, the reservation price plays a central role in de-
termining the equilibrium outcome. Moreover, com-
paring reservation prices across subgames provides
important insights into the impact of PMG on price
competition. In Table 3 we report reservation prices
across three subgames obtained from Lemmas 2–4. It
can be easily seen from Table 3 that reservation prices

Table 3. Equilibrium Reservation Prices Across Subgames

Subgame Reservation prices

〈0, 0〉 r i
〈0, 0〉 �

2αc
2α+ (β+ γ) ln((β+ γ)/(2α+ β+ γ))

〈1, 0〉 rA
〈1, 0〉 �

αc
α+ (1− µ∗)γ ln((1− µ∗)γ/(α+ (1− µ∗)γ)) ,

rB
〈1, 0〉 �

β(α+ β)[α+ γ(1− µ∗)]c
α(α+ β+ µ∗γ){β− γ(1− µ∗)[1− (γ(1− µ∗)/(α+ γ(1− µ∗)))β/α]}

〈1, 1〉 r i
〈1, 1〉 �

βc
(β+ γ) − (2α+ β+ γ)β/(2α+β)γ(2α)/(2α+β)

can be represented as a product of search cost c and a
function of consumer segment sizes (α and β given the
constraint that γ � 1− α − β). First we establish results
about the ordering of reservation prices in three sub-
games in Lemma 5.

Lemma 5. When the size of refundees is not too large (β < ¯̄β
where ¯̄β > β̄ as defined in the appendix), the following rela-
tionship holds: r i

〈1, 1〉 < rB
〈1, 0〉 ≤ rA

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 .

Proof. See the appendix.

We assume that β < ¯̄β in the remainder of the paper.
This assumption simplifies our exposition of the results
without changing the qualitative results. In the proof of
Lemma 5 in the appendix, we discuss the market equi-
librium when β ≥ ¯̄β. The implications of Lemma 5 will
be discussed after we lay out the following ancillary
result that links the reservation price r i

S to the average
price p̄ i

S and the regular price uS.

Lemma 6. Let p̄ i
S be the average price of retailer i (i � A,B)

in subgame S. Then the following relationship holds:

p̄ i
S � uS

(
1− c

r i
S

)
or 1−

p̄ i
S

uS
�

c
r i

S

. (14)

Proof. See the appendix.

Lemmas 5 and 6 allow us to make three remarks
about retail prices. First, note that both retailers
share the same regular price uS in any subgame.
Lemma 6 says that within a subgame the retailer with
a lower reservation price also charges a lower aver-
age price. Since rA

〈1, 0〉 ≥ rB
〈1, 0〉 in the asymmetric sub-

game 〈1, 0〉, Equation (14) implies that p̄A
〈1, 0〉 ≥ p̄B

〈1, 0〉 ,
i.e., retailer A charges an average price weakly higher
than that charged by retailer B in subgame 〈1, 0〉. Sec-
ond, given r i

〈1, 1〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 from Lemma 5, the average

price in subgame 〈1, 1〉 is lower than that in subgame
〈0, 0〉, p̄ i

〈1, 1〉 < p̄ i
〈0, 0〉 . A corollary of this result is that

Πi
〈1, 1〉 <Π

i
〈0, 0〉 because retailers have the same expected
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demand of one half in subgames 〈0, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉. Thus,
if 〈1, 1〉 is the unique equilibrium, it is a prisoner’s
dilemma. Third, we can interpret 1− p̄ i

S/uS in Lemma 6
as retailer i’s average promotion depth (in percentage
terms) in subgame S. Lemma 6 implies that there is
a negative relationship between a retailer’s reserva-
tion price and the average promotion depth it offers.
Since r i

〈1, 1〉 < r i
〈1, 0〉 < r i

〈0, 0〉 , we can conclude that retailers
offer deeper promotions on average when more retail-
ers offer PMG in the market.
Next we examine the effect of PMG on retail compe-

tition. Consider the unilateral deviation by retailer A
fromsubgame 〈0,0〉 to 〈1,0〉.Note thatLemma5 implies
rA
〈1,0〉 < r i

〈0,0〉 . Retailer A’s PMG provides refundees with
the opportunity to continue search after purchase. The
overall extent of consumer search increases. As dis-
cussed above, retailers facing better informed consu-
mers offer deeper promotions in subgame 〈1,0〉 than
in 〈0,0〉. Put differently, the average promotion depth
increases as retailer A offers PMG, 1− p̄ i

〈1,0〉/u〈1,0〉 > 1−
p̄ i
〈0,0〉/u〈0,0〉 . We call this the primary competition-intensi-

fying effect. Recall that u〈0,0〉 �min{v , r i
〈0,0〉} and u〈1,0〉 �

min{v , rB
〈1,0〉}. Then rB

〈1,0〉< r i
〈0,0〉 implies that u〈1,0〉≤u〈0,0〉 .

Since a deeper promotion provides consumers with
search cost c greater incentives to search, both retail-
ers may be compelled to shift the “regular” price (i.e.,
theupperboundof their pricedistributions)downward
(u〈1,0〉 ≤ u〈0,0〉) to keep these consumers from searching
elsewhere.We call this the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect. This effect is a direct outcomeof endogenous
consumer search, where the regular price is endoge-
nously determined. Inmodelswhere search behavior is
exogenously assumed, this effect does not arise because
the regular price is the product valuation v across all
subgames. Similarly, when the size of refundees is not
too large (β < ¯̄β), we have r i

〈1,1〉 < r i
〈1,0〉 . The incentive of

both retailers to charge a higher price is diminished as
retailer B deviates from subgame 〈1,0〉 to 〈1,1〉. This
means that retailerB’s PMGalsohas aprimary andpos-
sibly a secondary competition-intensifying effect when
retailer A already offers PMG. The above discussion of
how PMG affects retail competition is summarized in
Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. PMG intensifies price competition on two
dimensions. PMG has a primary competition-intensifying
effect because it induces retailers to offer deeper promotions.
There is potentially a secondary competition-intensifying
effect of PMG because retailers may be forced to lower the
regular price itself.

Proof. See the appendix.

So far we have identified three effects of PMG: de-
mand-expansion effect, primary competition-intensi-
fying effect, and secondary competition-intensifying

Table 4. Equilibrium Demand at the Regular Price Across
Subgames

Subgame Demand at the regular price

〈0, 0〉 d i
〈0, 0〉 �

β+ γ

2

〈1, 0〉 dA
〈1, 0〉 �

(α+ β+ µ∗γ)(1− µ∗)γ
α+ (1− µ∗)γ , dB

〈1, 0〉 � (1− µ∗)γ

〈1, 1〉 d i
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β+ γ

2

) (
γ/2

α+ (β+ γ)/2

)α/(α+β/2)

effect. Among them, the secondary competition-inten-
sifying effect is new to the literature. To better under-
stand how it affects retail profits, we write Πi

S, the
profit of retailer i in subgame S, as Πi

S � uSd i
S. Recall

that uS is the regular price in subgame S and is given
by uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S}. d i
S can be interpreted as

the expected demand of retailer i when it charges the
regular price uS. In Table 4 we summarize d i

S across
subgames as shown in the profit Equations (6), (9),
and (13). It is easy to see from Table 4 that d i

S is a func-
tion of consumer segment sizes only.

Let∆Πi �Πi
S′−Πi

S be retailer i’s incremental profit by
offering PMG, where S and S′ are subgames before and
after its PMG, respectively. Retailer i finds it profitable
to offer PMG only if ∆Πi > 0. Substituting Πi

S � uSd i
S

into ∆Πi , we obtain Equation (15) by first subtracting
and then adding uSd i

S′ :

∆Πi
� (uS′ − uS)d i

S′︸¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨︷︷¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨︸
Secondary competition-

intensifying effect

+

Demand-expansion
effect net of primary

competition-intensifying︷¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︸︸¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈ ¨̈︷
(d i

S′ − d i
S)uS . (15)

Since the regular price after offering PMG is no
higher than that before offering PMG, uS′ ≤ uS, the
first term in Equation (15), (uS′ − uS)d i

S′ , is nonpositive
(it can be zero if uS � uS′ � v). This term represents
the secondary competition-intensifying effect of PMG
on retail profits. In the extant literature that does not
endogenize consumer search, the regular price is usu-
ally held constant at the product valuation v. As a
result, (uS′ − uS)d i

S′ is equal to zero and the secondary
competition-intensifying effect does not exist. This fail-
ure to account for the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect could lead to the overestimation of the prof-
itability of PMG. Given that uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S}
and uS′ � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S′}, we find that uS′ − uS
decreases (becomes more negative) as the ratio of
product valuation to search cost v/c increases. This
implies that the secondary competition-intensifying
effect weakly increases with v/c.
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The second term in Equation (15), (d i
S′ − d i

S)uS, re-
presents the demand-expansion effect net of the
primary competition-intensifying effect. The relative
strength of demand-expansion effect and the primary
competition-intensifying effect depends on d i

S′ − d i
S.

When d i
S′ > d i

S, the demand-expansion effect is greater
than the primary competition-intensifying effect. Oth-
erwise, when d i

S′ < d i
S, the demand-expansion effect

is weaker than the primary competition-intensifying
effect. Following the discussion above, we now inves-
tigate the retailers’ incentive for deviations to institute
PMG and the conditions under which different equi-
libria arise.

Proposition 4. Adoption of PMG is beneficial if and only
if (1) d i

S′ > d i
S and (2) v/c < h i(α, β), where h i(α, β) �

rB
S′d

i
S′/(cd i

S) is a function of consumer segment sizes only.5

Proof. See the appendix.

Proposition 4 delineates the necessary and sufficient
conditions for PMG to be profitable. The first necessary
condition d i

S′ > d i
S indicates that the demand-expansion

effect outweighs the primary competition-intensifying
effect. Otherwise, retailers cannot benefit from adopt-
ing PMG regardless of the secondary competition-
intensifying effect. The second necessary condition
says that the ratio of product valuation to search cost
must be sufficiently low (i.e., v/c < h i). Here, h i is
the critical value of v/c at which ∆Πi � 0. In addi-
tion, we have ∆Πi > 0 when v/c < h i and ∆Πi < 0
when v/c > h i . Recall that the secondary competition-
intensifying effect increases with the ratio of product
valuation to search cost v/c. Hence, we can take h i

as a measure of the demand-expansion effect net of
the primary competition-intensifying effect. The sec-
ond necessary condition v/c < h i means that the
secondary competition-intensifying effect is weaker
than the demand-expansion effect net of the primary
competition-intensifying effect. These two conditions
together are sufficient to guarantee a profitable devia-
tion by retailers to offer PMG.

Proposition 5. The equilibrium price-matching strategies
are given by
(i) When dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉 , 〈1, 1〉 is the

equilibrium if v/c < mini h i; 〈1, 0〉 is the equilibrium if
hA > v/c > hB; both 〈1, 1〉 and 〈0, 0〉 are equilibria if hB >
v/c > hA; 〈0, 0〉 is the equilibrium if v/c >maxi h i .
(ii) When dA

〈1, 0〉 < d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉 , both 〈0, 0〉 and

〈1, 1〉 are equilibria if v/c < hB; 〈0, 0〉 is the equilibrium if
v/c > hB .
(iii) When dA

〈1, 0〉 < d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 < dB
〈1, 0〉 , 〈0, 0〉 is the

equilibrium.

Proof. See the appendix.

This proposition summarizes the retailers’ equilib-
rium price-matching strategies while highlighting the

Figure 2. Three Regions of Consumer Segment Sizes
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role that the ratio of product valuation to search cost v/c
plays in driving the results. As v/c grows larger,
we see fewer retailers adopting PMG in equilibrium.
This could explain why many retailers that operate
both online and offline implement PMG offline but
not online. Since Internet lowers consumer search cost
(Ratchford 2009), online retailers have higher v/c than
offline retailers. As a result, the secondary competition-
intensifying effect in the online setting is stronger than
that in the offline setting. Therefore, holding all else
equal, a retailer is less likely to offer PMG online than
offline. In Proposition 5 we also identify three regions
that differ in how v/c affects the equilibrium outcome:
(I) dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉 ; (II) dA

〈1, 0〉 < d i
〈0, 0〉 and

d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 ; and (III) dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 < dB

〈1, 0〉 .
6

These three regions are illustrated in Figure 2, which
is plotted on a two-dimensional plane with α and β
as axes.

Consider region (I) in which the size of shoppers is
small (dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉). When there are

few shoppers in the market, the primary competition-
intensifying effect of PMG is weak and is dominated
by the demand-expansion effect. Thus, retailers’ equi-
libriumprice-matching strategies in this region depend
on the strength of the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect, which is determined by the ratio of prod-
uct valuation to search cost v/c. In particular, when
v/c is small enough (v/c <mini h i), the secondary
competition-intensifying effect is soweak that it is dom-
inated by the demand-expansion effect net of the pri-
mary competition-intensifying effect. In this case, both
retailers in equilibrium pursue the PMG strategy. Con-
versely, when the secondary competition-intensifying
effect is sufficiently strong (i.e., v/c is large enough
or equivalently, v/c >maxi h i), it is dominant for both
retailers to give up the PMG strategy. For intermedi-
ate v/c, there are two possibilities depending on the
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relative magnitude of hA and hB . In Figure 2, the dot-
ted line in region (I) denotes the line in the α− β space
where hA � hB .We have hA > hB (hA < hB) below (above)
the dotted line.
Interestingly, when hA > v/c > hB (with an implied

condition of hA > hB), there exists an asymmetric
equilibrium in which two ex ante symmetric retailers
endogenously differentiate in their choices of PMG;
that is, one retailer adopts PMG while the other does
not. The asymmetric equilibrium reflects a trade-off
between the secondary competition-intensifying effect
and the demand-expansion effect net of the primary
competition-intensifying effect. Because the secondary
competition-intensifying effect for the first PMG in the
market is still weak, a retailer benefits from adopting
PMG only if the competitor does not. However, if a
retailer offers PMG when its competitor is already a
PMG retailer, the secondary competition-intensifying
effect it faces will be inevitably too strong. As a result,
symmetric retailers adopt asymmetric price-matching
strategies in equilibrium. This is illustrated in the mid-
dle section of Figure 3(a). Finally, when hB > v/c > hA,
the secondary competition-intensifying effect is such
that no retailers can benefit from unilaterally deviating
to offer PMG but will do so if the competitor already
pursued the PMG strategy. Thus, as shown in the mid-
dle section of Figure 3(b), both 〈1, 1〉 and 〈0, 0〉 are pos-
sible equilibria in this situation.
To sum up, region (I) highlights the value of endo-

genizing consumer search and considering the sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect. If consumer
search were not modeled endogenously, the upper
bound in all subgames would be product valuation v,

Figure 3. The Equilibrium Price-Matching Strategies in Region (I)

Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉

Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉 Π〈 〉

〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉

〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉 〈 〉

and the secondary competition-intensifying effect is
essentially assumed away. The profitability of offering
PMG is overestimated, and the equilibrium prediction
would be 〈1, 1〉 regardless of the ratio of product valua-
tion to search cost. We demonstrate that, as the ratio of
product valuation to search cost increases, the equilib-
rium price-matching strategies shift from 〈1, 1〉 to 〈1, 0〉
and to 〈0, 0〉 in markets where the size of the shop-
pers and refundees are both small (i.e., dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 ,

d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 and hA > hB). This offers an explanation of
the variation in PMG practices across retail categories
in Table 1; that is, we see all, some, and no retailers
offering PMG in some categories. The higher the prod-
uct valuation in a retail category, the greater the sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect retailers in the
category face, and the less likely they are to offer PMG.

Part (ii) of Proposition 5 deals with region (II) in
which dA

〈1, 0〉 < d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉 . This occurs when

the size of shoppers is intermediate orwhen the sizes of
shoppers and refundees are both large. In this region,
the demand-expansion effect is dominated by the pri-
mary competition-intensifying effect for the first PMG
retailer in themarket (i.e., dA

〈1, 0〉 < d i
〈0, 0〉). Thus,no retailer

has an incentive to switch to the PMG strategy when
its competitor is a non-PMG retailer. However, since
d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 , the demand-expansion effect a retailer
faces by offering PMG is stronger than the primary
competition-intensifying effect when the competitor is
already a PMG retailer. As a result, a retailer is bet-
ter (worse) off by offering PMG when its competitor
already does so when v/c < hB (v/c > hB). Thus, both
〈0, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉 are possible equilibriawhen the ratio of
product valuation to search cost is low (i.e., v/c < hB)
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and 〈0, 0〉 is the unique equilibrium when the ratio of
product valuation to search cost is high (i.e., v/c > hB).
Lastly, region (III) arises when the size of shop-

pers is large while the size of refundees is small
(dA
〈1,0〉 < d i

〈0,0〉 and d i
〈1,1〉 < dB

〈1,0〉). When the size of shop-
pers is large, the primary competition-intensifying
effect is strong. Since the size of refundees is small,
the demand-expansion effect is weak. In this region,
the primary competition-intensifying effect domin-
ates the demand-expansion effect and neither retailer
has the incentive to offer PMG in equilibrium. The sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect has no impact
on the equilibrium outcome in this region.
As a robustness check, we also characterize the equi-

librium outcome in extreme cases when each of the
three consumer segments is set to zero. When the size
of shoppers is zero, retailers haven no incentive to com-
pete on prices and thus charge the product valuation
v in equilibrium. Since refundees still weakly prefer to
purchase from a PMG retailer if there is any, both retail-
ers offering PMG is a weakly dominant Nash equilib-
rium. When the size of refundees is zero, our model
reduces to Stahl (1989). It is easy to see that both retail-
ers are indifferent to offering PMG or not in a market
without refundees. Finally, we consider the case when
the size of nonshoppers is zero. In subgame 〈0, 0〉, both
retailers follow a mixed pricing strategy and obtain
positive profit because refundees behave like nonshop-
pers. In subgames 〈1, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉, fierce competition
for shoppers will drive the retail price and retail profit
down to zero. Thus, it is a weakly dominant strategy
for retailers not to offer PMG. The above discussion is
summarized in Corollary 1.7

Corollary 1. When the size of shoppers is zero, both retailers
find offering PMG aweakly dominant strategy; when the size
of refundees is zero, retailers are indifferent to offering PMG
or not; and when the size of nonshoppers is zero, not offering
PMG is a weakly dominant strategy for both retailers.

One question left unaddressed is whether retailers
can benefit from launching price check websites that
facilitate consumers’ postpurchase search. We posit
that such price check websites essentially transform
some nonshoppers into refundees by increasing the
proportion of consumers who have low postpurchase
search cost. In Result 1, we lay out the conditions under
which retailers have the incentive to do so.

Result 1. In the asymmetric equilibrium, the profit of
the PMG retailer first increases and then decreases
with the size of refundees while holding the size of
shoppers constant.

Our numerical analysis indicates that there exists
an inverted-U relationship between the PMG retailer’s
profit and the size of refundees while holding the size

of shoppers constant. Thus, when the size of refundees
is still small, retailers may benefit from providing
price check websites to facilitate consumers’ postpur-
chase search in the asymmetric equilibrium. On the
one hand, the price check website increases the overall
extent of consumer search and thus magnifies the pri-
mary and secondary competition-intensifying effects
of PMG. On the other hand, the demand-expansion
effect of PMG also becomes stronger as the size of
refundees increases. We show that, when the size of
refundees is small, the latter dominates the former and
the PMG retailer is better off with the price check tech-
nology in the asymmetric equilibrium. At the same
time, technology that facilitates consumers’ postpur-
chase search works to the detriment of the non-PMG
retailer in the asymmetric equilibrium because it not
only intensifies price competition but also lowers the
non-PMG retailer’s demand. In addition, retailers in
equilibrium 〈1, 1〉 do not find it profitable to offer the
price check technology because it intensifies price com-
petition without any contribution to the demand (both
retailers still evenly split the market).

4. Price-Beating Guarantees
In this section we discuss how our model can be ex-
tended to the case of price-beating guarantees (PBGs).
Following the previous literature (e.g., Hviid and
Shaffer 2012, Corts 1997), we consider PBGs through
which retailers beat competitors’ prices by a percentage
ρ (ρ > 0) of the price difference. Here ρ can be inter-
preted as the refund depth. In the special case when
ρ � 0, our PBG model reduces to the PMG case.
In solving this game, we use backward induction

as in Section 3. In stage 3, consumers’ equilibrium
shopping behavior characterized in Proposition 1 still
holds in the case of PBG.8 In stage 2, while subgame
〈0, 0〉 remains unaffected, PBG influences the equilib-
rium pricing strategies in subgames 〈1, 1〉 and 〈1, 0〉
by shifting the effective price refundees pay. Given
that retailer A is a PBG retailer, let us consider the
profit of retailer A when it charges a price of pA.
The effective price refundees pay when they purchase
from retailer A is pA − maxpB∈ΣB

S
{(1 + ρ)(pA − pB), 0}

where pB is the price charged by retailer B chosen
from the strategy set ΣB

S . If retailer A charges a lower
price than B, then refundees still pay pA. Otherwise, if
retailer A is undercut by retailer B, refundees pay pA

less the refund, which is (1 + ρ)(pA − pB). Then we
can write down both retailers’ profit functions in sub-
games 〈1, 1〉 and 〈1, 0〉 and solve for the equilibrium
outcomes accordingly (see the proof of Lemma 7 in the
appendix for details). This part of the result is reported
in Lemma 7.
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Lemma 7. In subgame 〈1, 1〉, when ρ < γ/β, the equilib-
rium pricing strategies of retailer i are given by

F i
〈1, 1〉(p) � 1−

γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ (1+ ρ)(β/2)

·
[(

u〈1, 1〉
p

) (α+(1+ρ)(β/2))/α
− 1

]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 1〉 , u〈1, 1〉], (16)

where

u〈1, 1〉 � min{v , r i
〈1, 1〉} and

l〈1, 1〉 �
(
γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ β/2+ γ/2

)α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))
u〈1, 1〉 .

Here, r i
〈1, 1〉 is the reservation price of retailer i. The profit of

retailer i is given by

ΠA
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β

2 +
γ

2

)
·
(
γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ β/2+ γ/2

)α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))
u〈1, 1〉 . (17)

Otherwise, if ρ ≥ γ/β, retailer i charges a price of zero and
obtains a profit of zero.
In subgame 〈1, 0〉 where only retailer A offers PMG,

there exists a unique shopping strategy µ∗(ρ) such that 1 ≥
µ∗(ρ) ≥ 0 and ∂µ∗/∂ρ ≥ 0. When 1 > µ∗(ρ) ≥ 0, the equi-
librium pricing strategies for both retailers are given by

FA
〈1, 0〉(p)�1−

(1−µ∗(ρ))γ
α

(
u〈1, 0〉

p
−1

)
for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉];

FB
〈1, 0〉(p)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+µ∗(ρ)γ
α+ (1+ρ)β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+(1+ρ)β)/α]
for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉),

(18)

where

u〈1, 0〉 � min{rB
〈1, 0〉 , v} and

l〈1, 0〉 �
(1− µ∗(ρ))γ

α+ (1− µ∗(ρ))γ u〈1, 0〉 .

Here, rB
〈1, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer B and is defined

in the appendix. The profits of retailer A and B are given by

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 �

(α+ β+µ∗(ρ)γ)(1−µ∗(ρ))γ
α+ (1−µ∗(ρ))γ u〈1, 0〉 and

ΠB
〈1, 0〉 � (1−µ∗(ρ))γu〈1, 0〉 .

(19)

Otherwise, if µ∗(ρ) � 1, both retailers charge a price of zero
and obtain a profit of zero.

Proof. See the appendix.
In subgame 〈1, 1〉, retailers can charge positive prices

and obtain positive profits only if the refund depth
is small (i.e., ρ < γ/β). This threshold value increases
with the size of nonshoppers γ and decreases with the
size of refundees β. This is intuitive because retailers’
profits are positively related to the size of nonshop-
pers while more refundees implies a larger payment of
refunds. Moreover, deeper refunds lower average retail
prices and retail profits because retailers are penalized
for charging a high price because refundees can claim
larger refunds.

In subgame 〈1, 0〉, the refund depth has an impact on
nonshoppers’ shopping strategy. As the refund depth
increases, retailerA (the PBG retailer) has less incentive
to charge a high price and thus becomes more prefer-
able to nonshoppers relative to retailer B (the non-
PBG retailer). Thus, more nonshoppers will purchase
from retailer A when the refund depth is larger, or
equivalently, ∂µ∗/∂ρ ≥ 0. As a result, retailer A’s aver-
age demand increases with the depth of refund while
retailer B’s average demand decreases with the refund
depth. This implies that PBG has a demand-expansion
effect and this effect strengthens as the refund depth
increases. This result is consistent with the experimen-
tal finding of Kukar-Kinney and Walters (2003) that a
deeper refund can increase consumers’ store patron-
age intentions. Similar to the above subgame, we find
that the average retail prices and retail profits in sub-
game 〈1, 0〉 both decrease with the refund depth.When
the refund depth is very large (i.e., µ∗(ρ)� 1), the aver-
age retail prices and retail profits both drop to zero.
In addition, in subgame 〈1, 0〉, the average price of
retailer A is still weakly greater than that of retailer B.

As in the PMG case, PBG has a primary and sec-
ondary competition-intensifying effect on retail prof-
its. Both dimensions of competition-intensifying effects
are enhanced by the refund depth. Retailers decide
whether to offer PBGs by balancing the demand-
expansion effect and the primary and secondary com-
petition-intensifying effect. Since retail profits are de-
creasing in the refund depth, the parameter space in
which it is profitable to offer PBG shrinks as the refund
depth grows larger. An immediate corollary is that
PBGs are less profitable thanPMGs. This result is in line
with Hviid and Shaffer (1994) and Corts (1995), who
also show that PBGs are less preferable to PMGs.When
characterizing the equilibrium price-beating strategies,
we find the nature of the equilibrium outcome is sim-
ilar to the equilibrium price-matching strategies in the
baselinemodel.Overall, ourqualitative results still hold
when themodel is extended to the PBG case.

5. Concluding Remarks
It is a common practice for retailers to offer PMG ac-
companiedwith a grace period for consumers to search
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after purchase. In this study we develop a theory to
explain three stylized facts pertinent to PMG in the
retail markets. First, many retailers that operate both
online and offline offer PMG in their brick-and-mortar
stores but not in their online stores. Second, PMG prac-
tices vary considerably across retail categories; that is,
a majority of retailers offer PMG in some categories
while few or none of the retailers offer PMG in other
categories. Finally, in addition to offering PMG, some
retailers have launched price check websites that allow
consumers to easily check competitors’ prices after pur-
chase. This practice is counterintuitive because such
websites reduce consumers’ postpurchase search cost
and increase the overall extent of consumer search.
To this end, we develop a game-theoretic model in

which retailers decide whether or not to offer PMG
and, depending on this decision, simultaneously set
prices. Given retailers’ price-matching and pricing
strategies, consumers who are heterogeneous in pre-
and postpurchase search costs make search and pur-
chase decisions. By endogenizing consumer’s pre- and
postpurchase search, we find that there are three con-
sumer segments, each formulating a different search
and purchase strategy. Most importantly, we examine
a segment of refundees, with high prepurchase search
cost but low postpurchase search cost, who purchase
from a PMG retailer (if one exists), and search actively
postpurchase to take advantage of PMG.

We find that PMG expands retail demand but inten-
sifies price competition on two dimensions. PMG has
a primary competition-intensifying effect because it
increases the overall extent of consumer search and
thus drives retailers to offer deeper promotions. By
modeling consumer search decisions endogenously,
we also find a secondary competition-intensifying
effect that limits the profitability of PMG. As deeper
promotions incentivize consumers to continue search,
retailers are forced to lower the “regular” price to deter
consumer search. One key prediction drawn from this
result is that both the promotion depth (in percentage
term) and the regular price are lowered after the insti-
tution of PMG, compared with those before PMG. The
ideal way to empirically test this insight would be a
natural experiment in which a retailer plans to offer
PMG. Then our prediction can be tested by compar-
ing prices of a number of product categories over a
period of time that spans both before and after the focal
retailer offered PMG.

The strength of the secondary competition-intensi-
fying effect increaseswith the ratio of product valuation
to searchcost. Thiskeyprediction is consistentwith sev-
eral retail practices. Given lower online search costs,
online retailers face a stronger secondary competition-
intensifying effect than their offline counterparts. This
explains why many retailers offer PMG offline but
not online, which is one of the puzzles we posed at

the beginning of this paper. We also asked why PMG
varies across product categories in the introduction of
this paper. Differences across categories in the ratio of
product valuation to search costs provide an explana-
tion for the variation in PMG practices across retail
categories. Thus, we should only observe PMG in cate-
gories with a relatively low product valuation relative
to search costs.

Retailers balance the demand-expansion effect and
the primary and secondary competition-intensifying
effects when choosing whether or not to implement
PMG. There may exist an asymmetric equilibrium
in which one retailer offers PMG and cultivates the
refundee segment, while the other retailer does not.
This helps to explain why not all retailers in a market
offer PMG. The asymmetric equilibrium arises when
the sizes of shoppers and refundees are both small and
the ratio of product valuation to search cost is in the
intermediate range.

Finally, we show that in the asymmetric equilib-
rium, the PMG retailer may benefit from launching
a price check website to facilitate consumers’ post-
purchase search. Such price check websites transform
some nonshoppers into refundees by lowering their
search cost. Therefore, they increase both the demand-
expansion effect and competition-intensifying effect of
PMG. When the size of refundees is sufficiently small,
retailers can benefit from such price check websites.

To sum up, we study retailers’ decisions to offer
PMGs in the context of endogenous consumer search.
This allows us to identify a secondary competition-
intensifying effect, in which competition leads to a
lowering of the regular or nonpromoted price (the
common upper bound of the price distributions of
retailers in amarket). Our results indicate that ignoring
this effect will overestimate the profitability of offer-
ing PMG. Our results also provide an explanation for
many stylized facts in retail markets where PMG is a
viable option.
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Appendix
Lemma 1. Let r i

S be the reservation price of retailer i in subgame S.
Both retailers’ price distributions share a common upper bound
uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S}.
Proof of Lemma 1. First, it is easy to see that there is no
hole within the price distribution. We note that retailers that
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Table A.1. A Summary of Model Notations

Notation Definition

i Index of retailers, i � A,B
PMi Price-matching strategy of retailer i
S Index of subgames that differ in retailers’ price-

matching strategies
c Positive pre- (post-)purchase search cost for some

consumers
v Product valuation
p An exogenous price quote of a retailer
z Lowest price offer at hand at a certain search stage
CS(p) Consumer surplus when paying an effective price

of p
ECS(z; F i(p)) Expected consumer surplus of searching from a

price distribution F i(p) under z
α Size of shoppers who have zero prepurchase

search cost
β Size of refundees who have positive prepurchase

search cost and zero postpurchase search cost
γ Size of nonshoppers who have positive pre- and

postpurchase search cost; α+ β+ γ � 1
p i Price charged by retailer i
F i

S(p) Mixed pricing strategy of retailer i in subgame S
uS Common equilibrium upper bound of both

retailers’ price distributions in subgame S
lS Common equilibrium lower bound of both

retailers’ price distributions in subgame S
Πi

S Profit of retailers of retailer i in subgame S
Σi

S Pricing strategy set of retailer i in subgame S
µ Probability that each nonshopper search and

purchase from the PMG retailer
1− µ Probability that each nonshopper search and

purchase from the non-PMG retailer
r i

S Reservation price of F i
S(p) as the solution of

ECS(r i
S ; F i

S(p))� 0
p̄ i

S Average price of retailer i in subgame S
d i

S Expected demand of retailer i when it charges a
price at the upper bound uS

h i Threshold value of the ratio of product valuation
to search cost

ρ Depth of refund for price-beating guarantee

charge a price at the upper bound only expect consumers
with a prepurchase search cost of c to buy since consumers
with zero prepurchase search cost can obtain price informa-
tion from both retailers and can find a lower price from the
competitor with probability 1.

(1) Suppose that the upper bound uS is below min{v ,
mini�A,B r i

S} or equivalently, uS <min{v ,mini�A,B r i
S}. Retail-

ers can increase the price without reducing demand. There-
fore, we can always find a price p′ lying between uS and
min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S}(uS < p′ <min{v ,mini�A,B r i
S}) that retail-

ers can charge without sacrificing demand. It means that p′

dominates p. Therefore, uS ≥min{v ,mini�A,B r i
S}.

(2) Supposemini�A,B r i
S < v and v > uS >mini�A,B r i

S .When
retailers charge a price at the upper bound uS , those con-
sumers who have pre- and postpurchase search costs of c
will continue to sample the competitor before purchase. Note
that consumers who sampled both retailers will directly pur-
chase from the retailer with lower price. They will not invoke
PMG even though they have the opportunity to do so; the
reason for this will be explained when we discuss the pur-

chase behavior of shoppers. For consumers with prepur-
chase search cost of c and postpurchase of 0, there are two
possibilities.

Case I. Consumers with prepurchase search cost of c and
postpurchase of 0 sample both retailers before purchase and
directly purchase from the retailer with lower price, no mat-
ter the focal retailer offers PMG or not.

In this case it is easy to see that it is never profitable for
the retailer to charge a price at uS because there is at least
some probability that consumers with a prepurchase search
cost of c find a lower price at the competing retailer and will
not return, the demand drops suddenly as the upper bound
goes slightly above mini�A,B r i

S .
Case II. When the focal retailer offers PMG, consumers

with prepurchase search cost of c and postpurchase of 0
stop searching before purchase, purchase from the focal
retailer, and search the other retailer and ask for refund after
purchase.

Suppose that the focal retailer charges a price at uS . In this
case, we can also find a price p′ (mini�A,B r i

S < p′ < uS). If the
competitor charges a price p′, the focal retailer serves con-
sumers with prepurchase search cost of c and postpurchase
of 0 who pay the competitor’s price p′ and consumers with
pre- and postpurchase search costs of c purchase from the
competitor. However, if the focal retailer also charges a price
at p′, consumers with prepurchase search cost of c and post-
purchase of 0 still pay p′. Moreover, the focal retailer can also
serve half of consumers with pre- and postpurchase search
costs of c. In other words, p′ dominates uS .

In both possibilities, there is a drop in profits if retailers
charge a price above mini�A,B r i

S . Therefore, uS ≤mini�A,B r i
S .

(3) Suppose v <mini�A,B r i
S andmini�A,B r i

S > uS > v.When
a retailer charges a price at uS , no consumers can afford to
buy since the price is set above the product valuation. There-
fore, any price above v is dominated by a price at v. Therefore,
uS ≤ v.

Hence, there exists a unique upper bound for F i
S(p) in sub-

game S (i � A,B), uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i
S}. Q.E.D.

Proposition 1. Given assumptions on consumers’ (pre- and post-
purchase) search cost, the optimal consumer search and purchase
behavior for each consumer segment is as follows.

(i) Nonshoppers search exactly once, choose the retailer with the
(weakly) lower reservation price, and purchase at the price charged
by the retailer.

(ii) In the absence of PMG, refundees act like nonshoppers. In
the presence of PMG, refundees purchase from a PMG retailer.
After purchase, they take advantage of costless postpurchase search
and ask for a refund if a lower price is found.

(iii) Shoppers search both retailers before purchase and purchase
directly from the one that charges the lower price.

Proof of Proposition 1. Given that the pricing strategy is
mixed, we link consumers’ optimal search rule to their search
and purchase decisions.

(1) Nonshoppers (consumers who have positive pre- and
postpurchase search cost) follow the reservation price rule to
search for one retailer for free. Since it is not optimal to con-
tinue to search before purchase as is shown in Lemma 1, they
directly purchase from the sampled retailer. After purchase,
nonshoppers in equilibrium do not search either.
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(2) Refundees (consumers who have positive prepurchase
search cost and zero postpurchase search cost) have different
strategies in the absence and presence of PMG. In subgame
〈0, 0〉, refundees randomly purchase from a retailer and pay
the price charged by the retailer. In subgame 〈1, 1〉, refundees
also randomly purchase from a retailer and pay the price
charged by the retailer. After purchase, refundees have zero
search cost and will continue to search the other retailer. If
a lower price is found, refundees will invoke the PMG and
redeem the price difference. In subgame 〈1, 0〉, refundees
need to choose which retailer to purchase from, the PMG
retailer or the non-PMG retailer. Anticipating that they can
utilize costless postpurchase search by patronizing the PMG
retailer, refundees purchase from the PMG retailer. After pur-
chase, refundees continue to search the other retailer and
invoke the PMG if a lower price is found.

(3) Shoppers (consumers who have zero pre- and post-
purchase search cost) search both retailers before purchase.
In subgame 〈0, 0〉, our model reduces to Stahl (1989); hence,
shoppers will directly purchase from the retailer with lower
price. Therefore, we focus next on their purchase decisions
in the presence of PMG (in subgame 〈1, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉). In the
presence of PMG, shoppers can manage to pay the lowest
market price in two ways: (1) purchase from the low-price
retailer and (2) purchase from a PMG retailer and behave like
refundees. However, these two types of purchase behavior
will yield qualitatively different market outcomes. The sec-
ond option is strictly dominated since the PMG retailer will
increase the price knowing that shoppers will purchase no
matter what price it charges. Because of strategic comple-
mentarity effect, the other retailer will also inflate the price.
Consider the extreme case when all shoppers behave like
refundees. In this case, it is a Nash equilibrium for both retail-
ers to charge a price at the product valuation v. Shoppers
are strictly worse off by behaving like refundees. This implies
that the only reason retailers lower the price below the prod-
uct valuation is to compete for the shoppers. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. When neither retailer offers PMG, the equilibrium
price distribution for retailer i is given by

F i
〈0,0〉(p)�1−

β+γ

2α

(
u〈0,0〉

p
−1

)
, for p∈[l〈0,0〉 ,u〈0,0〉], (20)

where u〈0, 0〉 � min{r i
〈0, 0〉 , v} and l〈0, 0〉 � ((β+ γ)/2)/((α +

(β+ γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉 . r i
〈0, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer i and is

defined below. The profit of retailer i is given by

Πi
〈0, 0〉 �

(β+ γ)u〈0, 0〉
2 . (21)

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose that there already exists an exo-
genous upper bound u〈0, 0〉 . Given u〈0, 0〉 , F i

〈0, 0〉(p; u〈0, 0〉) can
be derived for each retailer from the regularity condi-
tion F i

〈0, 0〉(u〈0, 0〉) � 1. Hence, we have F i
〈0, 0〉(p; u〈0, 0〉) � 1 −

((β+ γ)/(2α))(u〈0, 0〉/p − 1). From the other regularity condi-
tion F i

〈0, 0〉(l〈0, 0〉)� 0, we can establish the relationship between
the lower bound l〈0, 0〉 and the upper bound u〈0, 0〉 as l〈0, 0〉 �
(((β+γ)/2)/(α+ (β+γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉 . Given F i

〈0, 0〉(p; u〈0, 0〉), we can
derive the equilibrium reservation price of retailer i in sub-
game S, r i

〈0, 0〉 . Then, followingLemma1, u〈0, 0〉 �min{v , r i
〈0, 0〉}.

Next we discuss how to compute r i
〈0, 0〉 for retailer i. We

consider two possible cases.

Case I. r i
〈0, 0〉 < v.

When r i
〈0,0〉 < v, the upper bound is u〈0,0〉 � r i

〈0,0〉 . Recall
that r i

〈0, 0〉 � argz{ECS(z; F i
〈0, 0〉(p)) − c � 0}. Thus, the following

equation must hold that

r̄ i
〈0, 0〉 � argz

{∫ r̄ i
〈0, 0〉

((β+γ)/2/(α+(β+γ)/2))r̄ i
〈0, 0〉

F i
〈0, 0〉(p) dp − c � 0

}
.

There exists a unique r̄ i
〈0, 0〉 that satisfies the above equation:

r̄ i
〈0, 0〉 � 2αc/(2α+ (β+ γ) ln((β+ γ)/(2α+ β+ γ))).
Thus, when r̄ i

〈0, 0〉 < v, r i
〈0, 0〉 � r̄ i

〈0, 0〉 .
Case II. r i

〈0, 0〉 > v.
When r i

〈0, 0〉 > v, the upper bound is u〈0, 0〉 � v. In other
words, the reservation price does not exist within the convex
interval of [((β+ γ)/2/(α+ (β+ γ)/2))v , v]. In other words,
consumers with search cost c do not need to follow a reserva-
tion price rule because theywill never find a price above r i

〈0, 0〉 .
To facilitate our analysis that follows, we impute r i

〈0, 0〉 � r̄ i
〈0, 0〉

when r i
〈0, 0〉 > v. Note here that this will not affect our com-

parison of reservation prices across subgames in Lemma 5
and relating r i

〈0, 0〉 to the average price p̄ i
〈0, 0〉 and the upper

bound in Lemma 6. This further gives rise to the equilib-
rium upper and lower bound as u〈0, 0〉 � min{r i

〈0, 0〉 , v} and
l〈0, 0〉 � (((β+ γ)/2)/(α + (β+ γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉 where r i

〈0, 0〉 � 2αc/
(2α + (β+ γ) ln((β+ γ)/(2α+β+ γ))). The profit of retailer i is
Πi
〈0, 0〉 � (β+ γ)u〈0, 0〉/2. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. When both retailers offer PMG, the equilibrium price
distribution for retailer i is given by

F i
〈1, 1〉(p) � 1−

γ/2
α+ β/2

[(
u〈1, 1〉

p

) (α+β/2)/α
− 1

]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 1〉 , u〈1, 1〉], (22)

where u〈1, 1〉 � min{r i
〈1, 1〉 , v} and

l〈1, 1〉 �
(

γ/2
α+ (β+ γ)/2

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 .

Here, r i
〈1, 1〉 is the reservation price of retailer i and is defined below.

The profit of retailer i is given by

Πi
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β+ γ

2

) (
γ/2

α+ (β+ γ)/2

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 . (23)

Proof of Lemma 3. From the equiprofit condition, ΠA
〈1,1〉(pA)

�ΠA
〈1,1〉(u〈1,1〉) so we have

(α+ β/2)pA[1− FB
〈1, 1〉(pA)]

� (γ/2)(u〈1, 1〉 − pA)+ (β/2)
∫ u〈1, 1〉

pA
pB dFB

〈1, 1〉(pB),

in which∫ u〈1,1〉

pA
pB dFB

〈1,1〉(pB)�u〈1,1〉−pAFB
〈1,1〉(pA)−

∫ u〈1,1〉

pA
FB
〈1,1〉(pB)dpB

by using the chain rule. Then the above equation can be
rewritten as
(α+ β/2+ γ/2)pA − αpAFB

〈1, 1〉(pA)

� (β/2+ γ/2)u〈1, 1〉 − (β/2)
∫ u〈1, 1〉

pA
FB
〈1, 1〉(pB) dpB .
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Solving the above differential equation, we have

F i
〈1, 1〉(p)� 1−

γ/2
α+ β/2

[
(u〈1, 1〉/p)(α+β/2)/α − 1

]
.

From F i
〈1, 1〉(l〈1, 1〉)�0, we can establish the relationship be-

tween l〈1, 1〉 and u〈1, 1〉 as

l〈1, 1〉 �
(

γ/2
α+ β/2+ γ/2

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 .

Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, r i
〈1, 1〉 is the unique solu-

tion of ∫ r i
〈1, 1〉

((γ/2)/(α+β/2+γ/2))α/(α+β/2)r i
〈1, 1〉

F i
〈1, 1〉(p) dp − c � 0.

Hence, r i
〈1, 1〉 � βc/((β+ γ) − (2α+ β+ γ)β/(2α+β)γ(2α)/(2α+β)).

Therefore, the equilibrium upper and lower bound is u〈1, 1〉 �
min{r i

〈1, 1〉 , v} and

l〈1, 1〉 �
(

γ/2
α+ (β+ γ)/2)

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 .

The profit of retailer i is

Πi
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β+ γ

2

) (
γ/2

α+ (β+ γ)/2

)α/(α+β/2)
u〈1, 1〉 . Q.E.D.

Lemma 4. When only retailer A offers PMG, there exists a unique
µ∗ such that 0.5> µ∗ > 0 when the size of refundees is small (β < β̄)
and µ∗ � 0 when the size of refundees is large (β ≥ β̄). Given µ∗,
the equilibrium pricing strategies for both retailers are given by

FA
〈1, 0〉(p)� 1−

(1− µ∗)γ
α

(
u〈1, 0〉

p
− 1

)
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 , u〈1, 0〉];

FB
〈1, 0〉(p)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+ µ∗γ

α+ β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+β)/α]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 , u〈1, 0〉),

(24)

where u〈1, 0〉 � min{rB
〈1, 0〉 , v} and l〈1, 0〉 � ((1− µ∗)γ/(α +

(1− µ∗)γ))u〈1, 0〉 . Here, rB
〈1, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer i

and is defined below. The profits of retailer A and B are given by

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 �

(1− µ∗)γ(α+ β+ µ∗γ)
α+ (1− µ∗)γ u〈1, 0〉 and

ΠB
〈1, 0〉 � (1− µ∗)γu〈1, 0〉 . (25)

Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose there already exists a common
upper bound u〈1, 0〉 . There is at most one retailer who can
charge the upper bound with a mass point. Given an exoge-
nous upper bound u〈1, 0〉 and nonshoppers’ search strategy µ,
we first calculate the lowest acceptable prices of retailer A
and B as pA

〈1, 0〉
� (µγ/(α + β + µγ))α/(α+β)u〈1, 0〉 and pB

〈1, 0〉
�

((1− µ)γ/(α+ (1− µ)γ))u〈1, 0〉 , respectively. An endogenously
determined µ will, in turn, have an influence on the equilib-
rium price distribution. Next we discuss the following two
cases: (1) pA

〈1, 0〉
≥ pB

〈1, 0〉
and (2) pA

〈1, 0〉
< pB

〈1, 0〉
.

Case I. pA
〈1, 0〉
≥ pB

〈1, 0〉
.

Here, pA
〈1, 0〉
≥ pB

〈1, 0〉
suggests that the following three reg-

ularity conditions must hold in equilibrium: FB
〈1, 0〉(u〈1, 0〉) � 1,

FB
〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0, and FA

〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0. Then we have

FA
〈1, 0〉(p;µ)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ (1−µ)γ
α

[
1−

(
µγ

α+ β+µγ

)α/(α+β) u〈1, 0〉
p

]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1,0〉 ,u〈1,0〉),
and

FB
〈1,0〉(p;µ)�1−

µγ

α+ β

[(
u〈1,0〉

p

) (α+β)/α
−1

]
.

The lower bound is

l〈1, 0〉(µ)� (µγ/(α+ β+ µγ))α/(α+β)u〈1, 0〉(µ).

Then we can construct a consistent reservation price r i
〈1, 0〉(µ)

for retailer i’s price distribution F i
〈1, 0〉(p;µ). Given that

rA
〈1, 0〉(µ) is a strictly increasing function in µ and rB

〈1, 0〉(µ) is a
strictly decreasing function of µ, there exists a unique µ# that
satisfies rA

〈1, 0〉(µ#) � rB
〈1, 0〉(µ#). Numerically solving this equa-

tion shows that pA
〈1, 0〉

< pB
〈1, 0〉

for µ#, which contradicts our
supposition.

Case II. pA
〈1, 0〉

< pB
〈1, 0〉

.
Here, pA

〈1, 0〉
< pB

〈1, 0〉
means that the following three re-

gularity conditions hold in equilibrium: FA
〈1, 0〉(u〈1, 0〉)� 1,

FA
〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉) � 0, and FB

〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉) � 0. Then we solve for
retailers’ pricing strategies given by FA

〈1, 0〉(p | µ) � 1 −
((1− µ)γ/α)(u〈1, 0〉/p − 1) and

FB
〈1, 0〉(p | µ)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+ µγ

α+ β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+β)/α]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 , u〈1, 0〉).

Thus, the equilibrium lower bound is given by l〈1, 0〉 �
((1− µ)γ/(α + (1− µ)γ))u〈1, 0〉 . Then we compute the reser-
vation prices of both retailers as a function of µ, and we
have rA

〈1, 0〉(µ) � αc/(α + (1− µ)γ ln((1− µ)γ/(α + (1− µ)γ)))
and rB

〈1, 0〉(µ) � (β(α+ β)[α+ γ(1− µ)]c)/(α(α + β + µγ){β −
γ(1− µ)[1− (γ(1− µ)/(α+ γ(1− µ)))β/α]}). Moreover, it is
easy to show that rA

〈1, 0〉(µ) and rB
〈1, 0〉(µ) are both strictly

decreasing in µ. Together with rA
〈1, 0〉(1) � c > rB

〈1, 0〉(1) �
c(α+ β), it is sufficient to show that there exists a unique
µ∇(α, β) that satisfies rA

〈1, 0〉(µ∇) � rB
〈1, 0〉(µ∇), i.e., µ∇(α, β) �

arg{rA
〈1, 0〉(µ)� rB

〈1, 0〉(µ)}. Given µ∇, we find that there exists
a β̄ � arg{µ∇(β)� 0} such that 0.5 > µ∇ ≥ 0 when β ≤ β̄ and
µ∇ < 0 when β > β̄. Since nonshoppers’ search strategy µ is
bounded between zero and one, the equilibrium search strat-
egy of nonshoppers is given by µ∗ � max{0, µ∇}.
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Given µ∗, the equilibrium pricing strategies of both retail-
ers are given by FA

〈1, 0〉(p)� 1− ((1− µ∗)γ/α)(u〈1, 0〉/p − 1) and

FB
〈1, 0〉(p)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+ µ∗γ

α+ β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+β)/α]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 , u〈1, 0〉),

where the upper bound is u〈1, 0〉 �min{rB
〈1, 0〉 , v} and the lower

bound is l〈1, 0〉 � ((1− µ∗)γ/(α + (1− µ∗)γ))u〈1, 0〉 . Take µ∗ into
rA
〈1, 0〉(µ) and rB

〈1, 0〉(µ), we have

rA
〈1, 0〉(µ∗)�

αc
α+ (1− µ∗)γ ln((1− µ∗)γ/(α+ (1− µ∗)γ))

and

rB
〈1, 0〉(µ∗)
�

β(α+ β)[α+ γ(1− µ∗)]c
α(α+ β+ µ∗γ){β− γ(1− µ∗)[1− (γ(1− µ∗)/(α+ γ(1− µ∗)))β/α]} .

The equilibrium profits of both retailers are given by ΠA
〈1, 0〉 �

(((1− µ∗)γ(α+ β+ µ∗γ))/(α + (1− µ∗)γ))u〈1, 0〉 and ΠB
〈1, 0〉 �

(1− µ∗)γu〈1, 0〉 , respectively. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. When only retailer A offers PMG, retailer A has a
larger demand than retailer B.

Proof of Proposition 2. The total expected demand of re-
tailer A is given by

DA
〈1, 0〉 � α

∫ u〈1, 0〉

l〈1, 0〉

[1− FB
〈1, 0〉(p)] dFA

〈1, 0〉(p)+ β+ µ∗γ.

The first component is the demand from shoppers. RetailerA
serves all the refundees and can obtain all the shoppers with
probability ∫u〈1,0〉

l〈1,0〉
[1−FB

〈1,0〉(p)]dFA
〈1,0〉(p) and a proportion

of µ∗ the nonshoppers. Similarly, the total expecteddemandof
retailer B is given by DB

〈1,0〉 � α ∫
u〈1,0〉
l〈1,0〉
[1−FA

〈1,0〉(p)]dFB
〈1,0〉(p)+

(1−µ∗)γ. Thedifference in theexpecteddemandofboth retail-
ers is given by DA

〈1,0〉 −DB
〈1,0〉 � (∫

u〈1,0〉
l〈1,0〉
[1−FA

〈1,0〉(p)]dFB
〈1,0〉(p) −

∫u〈1,0〉
l〈1,0〉
[1−FB

〈1,0〉(p)]dFA
〈1,0〉(p))α + β + (2µ∗−1)γ > 0. Thus, we

have DA
〈1,0〉 >DB

〈1,0〉 . Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. When the size of refundees is not too large (β < ¯̄β where
¯̄β > β̄ is defined in the appendix), the following relationship holds
that r i

〈1, 1〉 < rB
〈1, 0〉 ≤ rA

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 .

Proof of Lemma 5. Reservation prices across retailers and
across subgames are reported in Table 3. We first show
rA
〈1, 0〉 < r i

〈0, 0〉 . Let G(x)� αc/(α+ x ln(x/(α+ x))) be a function
of x. Furthermore, it can be shown that G(x) is increasing
in x, dG/dx > 0. It is easy to see that r i

〈0, 0〉 � G((β+ γ)/2) >
rA
〈1, 0〉 � G((1− µ∗)γ) because (β + γ)/2 > (1− µ∗)γ. The rela-
tionship that rB

〈1, 0〉 ≤ rA
〈1, 0〉 has been established in the proof

of Lemma 4. In the end we compare r i
〈1, 1〉 and rB

〈1, 0〉 and find
that there exists a ¯̄β (1 > ¯̄β > β̄) such that rB

〈1, 0〉 > r i
〈1, 1〉 when

β < ¯̄β and rB
〈1, 0〉 < r i

〈1, 1〉 when β > ¯̄β. We plot β̄ and ¯̄β on a
two-dimensional plane with α and β as axes.

Next we discuss themarket equilibriumwhen β > ¯̄β, which
represents the region above the red curve in Figure A.1. In
this region we have rB

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈1, 1〉 < rA

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 . It can be easily

Figure A.1. (Color online) A Plot of β̄ and ¯̄β
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seen that the only difference from our main model is that the
order between rB

〈1, 0〉 and r i
〈1, 1〉 is reversed.

Given rB
〈1, 0〉 < rA

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 , it is easy to see that the aver-

age promotion depth has increased as retailer A deviates
to offer PMG, 1 − p̄ i

〈1, 0〉/u〈1, 0〉 > 1 − p̄ i
〈0, 0〉/u〈0, 0〉 . This implies

that retailerA’s PMG has a primary competition-intensifying
effect on both retailers’ profits (when retail B is a non-PMG
retailer). Moreover, since rB

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 , it holds that u〈0, 0〉 �

min{v , r i
〈0, 0〉} ≥ u〈1, 0〉 � min{v , rB

〈1, 0〉}. This means that there
is potentially a secondary competition-intensifying effect of
retailer A’s PMG by shifting the regular price downward.

When β > ¯̄β, the effect of retailer B’s PMGon the price com-
petition has changed. Because rB

〈1, 0〉 < r i
〈1, 1〉 < rA

〈1, 0〉 , retailerA’s
average promotion depth increased but retailer B’s average
promotion depth decreased as retailer B also offers PMG,
1 − p̄ i

〈1, 1〉/u〈1,1〉 > 1 − p̄A
〈1, 0〉/u〈1, 0〉 and 1 − p̄ i

〈1, 1〉/u〈1, 1〉 < 1 −
p̄B
〈1, 0〉/u〈1, 0〉 , respectively. This means that retailer B’s PMG

has a primary competition-intensifying effect on retailer A
but has a primary competition-dampening effect on retailer B
(when retailer A is already a PMG retailer). Given that
rB
〈1, 0〉 < r i

〈1, 1〉 , u〈1, 0〉 �min{v , rB
〈1, 0〉} ≤ u〈1, 1〉 �min{v , r i

〈1, 1〉}. This
means that retailer B’s PMG has a secondary competition-
dampening effect on both retailers by increasing the regu-
lar price.

Based on the above discussion, it can be shown that when
β > ¯̄β, it is a dominant strategy for retailer B to offer PMG
when retailer A is already a PMG retailer. This is because, by
offering PMG, retailer B charges a higher price and obtains
a large expected demand than before. Since r i

〈1, 1〉 < r i
〈0, 0〉 , the

average price in subgame 〈1, 1〉 is still lower than in 〈0, 0〉.
Given that retailers have the same expected demand in both
subgames, we conclude that retailers in subgame 〈1, 1〉 obtain
a lower profit than in 〈0, 0〉,Πi

〈1, 1〉 <Π
i
〈0, 0〉 . A corollary of this

finding is that if 〈1, 1〉 is the equilibrium, then it is a prisoner’s
dilemma.

The equilibrium price-matching strategies we characterize
later in Proposition 4 take into account the case of β > ¯̄β. To
simplify our exposition, we mainly focus on the case when
β ≤ ¯̄β in the baseline model. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 6. Let p̄ i
S be the average price of retailer i (i �A,B) in sub-

game S. Then the following relationship holds: c/r i
S � 1− p̄ i

S/uS .

Proof of Lemma 6. The average price p̄ i
S can be rewritten

as p̄ i
S � ∫uS

lS
p f i

S(p) dp � us − ∫
uS
lS

F i
S(p) dp. To prove Lemma 6,

we only need to show that ∫uS
lS

F i
S(p) dp � cus/r i

S . To facili-
tate our analysis, let us take, for example, subgame 〈0, 0〉
where F i

〈0, 0〉(p) � 1 − ((β + γ)/2α)(u〈0, 0〉/p − 1) and l〈0, 0〉 �
(((β+ γ)/2)/(α+ (β+ γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉 .

Recall that r i
〈0, 0〉 satisfies∫ r i

〈0, 0〉

(((β+γ)/2)/(α+(β+γ)/2))r i
〈0, 0〉

[1− ((β+ γ)/2α)(r i
〈0, 0〉/p − 1)] dp � c.

The LHS can be further rewritten as

r i
〈0, 0〉

∫ 1

((β+γ)/2)/(α+(β+γ)/2)
[1− ((β+ γ)/(2α))(x − 1)] dx

where x � r i
〈0, 0〉/p. This means that we have∫ 1

((β+γ)/2)/(α+(β+γ)/2)
[1− ((β+ γ)/(2α))(x − 1)] dx � c/r i

〈0, 0〉 .

Thus, we have∫ u〈0, 0〉

(((β+γ)/2)/(α+(β+γ)/2))u〈0, 0〉
F i
〈0, 0〉(p) dp

� u〈0, 0〉

∫ 1

((β+γ)/2)/(α+(β+γ)/2)
[1− (β+ γ)/(2α)(x − 1)] dx

� cu〈0, 0〉/r i
〈0, 0〉 .

The result of subgame 〈1, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉 can be shown in the
similar way. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3. PMG intensifies price competition on two dimen-
sions. On one hand, PMG has a primary competition-intensifying
effect that it induces retailers to offer deeper promotions than before.
On the other hand, there is a secondary competition-intensifying
effect of PMG that the regular price is lowered.

Proof of Proposition 3. The proof of Proposition 3 follows
directly from Lemma 6. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4. An adoption of PMG is beneficial if and only if (1)
d i

S′ > d i
S and (2) v/c < h i(α, β), where h i(α, β)� rB

S′d
i
S′/(cd i

S) is a
function of consumer segment sizes.

Proof of Proposition 4. Retailer i will deviate to offer PMG
if and only if ∆Πi � Πi

S′ − Πi
S � uS′d i

S′ − uS d i
S > 0 where S

and S′ are subgames before and after retailer i offers PMG,
respectively. From Proposition 3, we have uS′ ≤ uS . Thus, if
d i

S′ < d i
S then ∆Πi < 0 so retailer i will not deviate to offer

Table A.2. EquilibriumWhen dA
〈1, 0〉 > d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉

When h A > h B When h A < h B

v/c < hB hA > v/c > hB v/c > hA v/c < hA hB > v/c > hA v/c > hB

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 −Πi

〈0, 0〉 + + − + − −
Πi
〈1, 1〉 −ΠB

〈1, 0〉 + − − + + −
Equilibrium 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 0〉 〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉 〈1, 1〉, 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉

Note. “+” means “greater than zero”; “−” means “lower than zero.”

PMG. Thus, d i
S′ > d i

S is necessary for retailer i’s deviation to
be profitable. Substituting uS � min{v ,mini�A,B r i

S} and uS′ �

min{v ,mini�A,B r i
S′} into ∆Πi , we find that ∆Πi > 0 when

v/c < h i � rB
S′d

i
S′/(cd i

S) and ∆Πi < 0 when v/c > h i . Q.E.D.

Proposition 5. The equilibrium price-matching strategies are
given by the following:

(i) When dA
〈1, 0〉 > d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 , 〈1, 1〉 is the equilib-
rium if v/c < mini h i ; 〈1, 0〉 is the equilibrium if hA > v/c > hB;
both 〈1, 1〉 and 〈0, 0〉 are equilibria if hB > v/c > hA; 〈0, 0〉 is the
equilibrium if v/c >maxi h i .

(ii) When dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 , both 〈0, 0〉 and 〈1, 1〉
are equilibria if v/c < hB; 〈0, 0〉 is the equilibrium if v/c > hB .

(iii) When dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 < dB

〈1, 0〉 , 〈0, 0〉 is the equilib-
rium.

Proof of Proposition 5. To prove this proposition, we will
evaluate whether conditions (1) and (2) in Proposition 4 are
satisfied when retailer A deviates to offer PMG from 〈0, 0〉
to 〈1, 0〉 and retailer B deviates to offer PMG from 〈1, 0〉
and 〈1, 1〉.
Region (I): dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 > dB
〈1, 0〉 .

In this region, condition (1) in Proposition 4 is satisfied
for both retailers’ deviation. Thus, both retailers’ decisions to
deviate depend on condition (2). When v/c <mini h i , condi-
tion (2) is satisfied for both retailers so 〈1, 1〉 is the unique
equilibrium. When v/c > maxi h i , condition (2) is satisfied
for neither retailer so 〈0, 0〉 is the unique equilibrium. When
hA > v/c > hB , condition (2) is satisfied for retailer A but not
retailer B so 〈1, 0〉 is the unique equilibrium.When hB > v/c >
hA, condition (2) is satisfied for retailer B but not retailer A
so both 〈1, 1〉 and 〈0, 0〉 are possible equilibria. The above
discussion is summarized in Table A.2.

Region (II): dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉 .
In this region, condition (1) is satisfied for retailer B but not

for retailer A. Thus, retailer A desires not to innovatively offer
PMG while retailer B’s deviation depends on condition (2).
When v/c < hB , condition (2) is satisfied for retailer B so
both 〈1, 1〉 and 〈0, 0〉 are possible equilibria. When v/c > hB ,
condition (2) is not satisfied for retailer B so 〈0, 0〉 is the
unique equilibrium. The above discussion is summarized in
Table A.3.

Region (III): dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 < dB

〈1, 0〉 .
Since condition (1) is not satisfied for both retailers, 〈0, 0〉

is the unique equilibrium. Q.E.D.

Result 1. In the asymmetric equilibrium, the profit of the
PMG retailer first increases and then decreases as more non-
shoppers are transformed into refundees.
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Table A.3. EquilibriumWhen dA
〈1, 0〉 < d i

〈0, 0〉 and d i
〈1, 1〉 > dB

〈1, 0〉

v/c < h B v/c > h B

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 −Πi

〈0, 0〉 − −
Πi
〈1, 1〉 −ΠB

〈1, 0〉 + −
Equilibrium 〈1, 1〉, 〈0, 0〉 〈0, 0〉

Note. “+” means “greater than zero”; “−” means “lower than zero.”

Proof of Result 1. Ideally, we would demonstrate Result 1 in
the followingway. First, we fix α and v/c, to derive the param-
eter space of β in which the asymmetric equilibrium arises,
β ∈ (βmin , βmax). Then we evaluate how ΠA

〈1, 0〉 changes when
β shifts within the parameter space β ∈ (βmin , βmax). How-
ever, as can be seen in Proposition 5, the asymmetric equi-
librium arises when hA > v/c > hB , where h i in itself is a
function of β. This makes analytically evaluating ∂ΠA

〈1, 0〉/∂β
impossible.Therefore,we resort tonumericalmethod toprove
Result 1. Note that the parameter space of consumer segment
sizes is a compact set: α > 0, β > 0, and α + β < 1. This means
that we can find numerical values to span the whole compact
set.Wefirst draw α from0 to 1with a step size of 0.01, and then
for each α we draw β from 0 to 1 − α with a step size of 0.01.
Also note that v does not affect the existence of asymmetric
equilibrium for any value above r i

〈0, 0〉 or below r i
〈1, 1〉 , which is

a function of α and β only. Thismeans that the ratio of product
valuation to search cost v/c is also drawn from an interval set.
Thus, for each α and β, we draw v from r i

〈1, 1〉 to r i
〈0, 0〉 at a step

size of 0.1. For each set of α, β, and v/c, we can determine the
parameter space in which the asymmetric equilibrium arises
(at which two conditions must hold are ΠA

〈1, 0〉 > Π
i
〈0, 0〉 and

Πi
〈1, 1〉 >Π

B
〈1, 0〉). Within the parameter space, we then evaluate

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 as β increases. We find that when the asymmetric equi-

librium arises, ΠA
〈1, 0〉 is first increasing and then decreasing

in βwhile holding α constant. Thus, the PMG retailer has the
incentive to transform nonshoppers into refundees when β is
small (within the parameter space in which the asymmetric
equilibrium arises).

Next we provide several numerical examples of the param-
eter values in the following table. For each pair of α and v/c
in columns 1 and 2, we report the range of β in which
the asymmetric equilibrium arises [βmin , βmax] in column 3,
the size of refundees at which ΠA

〈1, 0〉 is maximized β∗ in
column 4, and ΠA

〈1, 0〉 evaluated at βmin, β∗, and βmax in
columns 5–7. Although this result holds for all parameter
values, in Table A.4 we only present the six sets of param-
eter values: (a) α � 0.2 and v/c � 4; (b) α � 0.1 and v/c � 8;
(c) α� 0.08 and v/c � 12; (d) α� 0.05 and v/c � 16; (e) α� 0.04
and v/c � 20; and (f) α � 0.03 and v/c � 30. These numerical

Table A.4. Numerical Examples of Parameter Values

α v/c β ∈ [βmin , βmax] β∗ ΠA
〈1, 0〉(β � βmin) ΠA

〈1, 0〉(β � β∗) ΠA
〈1, 0〉(β � βmax)

0.20 4 [0.44, 0.53] 0.49 1.6793c 1.6808c 1.6214c
0.10 8 [0.33, 0.56] 0.39 3.8442c 3.8894c 3.6655c
0.08 12 [0.17, 0.42] 0.18 5.7771c 5.7853c 5.5291c
0.05 16 [0.48, 0.60] 0.56 8.7262c 8.9063c 8.5180c
0.04 20 [0.48, 0.60] 0.56 11.0744c 11.3029c 11.0021c
0.03 30 [0.28, 0.61] 0.31 15.8647c 15.9705c 14.6076c

examples are also illustrated in Figure A.2 in which ΠA
〈1, 0〉 is

plotted against β. Q.E.D.

Lemma 7. In subgame 〈1, 1〉, when ρ < γ/β, the equilibrium pric-
ing strategies of retailer i is given by

F i
〈1, 1〉(p) � 1−

γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ (1+ ρ)(β/2)

[(
u〈1, 1〉

p

) (α+(1+ρ)(β/2))/α
− 1

]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 1〉 , u〈1, 1〉], (26)

where u〈1, 1〉 � min{v , r i
〈1, 1〉} and l〈1, 1〉 � ((γ/2 − ρ(β/2))/(α +

β/2 + γ/2))α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))u〈1, 1〉 . r i
〈1, 1〉 is the reservation price of

retailer i. The profit of retailer i is given by

ΠA
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β

2 +
γ

2

)
·
(
γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ β/2+ γ/2

)α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))
u〈1, 1〉 . (27)

Otherwise, if ρ ≥ γ/β, retailer i charges a price of zero and obtains
a profit of zero.

In subgame 〈1, 0〉 where only retailer A offers PMG, there exists
a unique shopping strategy µ∗(ρ) such that 1 ≥ µ∗(ρ) ≥ 0 and
∂µ∗/∂ρ ≥ 0. When 1> µ∗(ρ) ≥ 0, the equilibrium pricing strategies
for both retailers are given by

FA
〈1, 0〉(p)�1−

(1−µ∗(ρ))γ
α

(
u〈1, 0〉

p
−1

)
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉];

FB
〈1, 0〉(p)�


1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+µ∗(ρ)γ
α+ (1+ρ)β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+(1+ρ)β)/α]
,

for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 ,u〈1, 0〉),

(28)

where u〈1, 0〉 � min{rB
〈1, 0〉 , v} and l〈1, 0〉 � ((1− µ∗(ρ))γ/(α +

(1− µ∗(ρ))γ))u〈1, 0〉 . Here, rB
〈1, 0〉 is the reservation price of retailer B

and is defined in the appendix. The profits of retailer A and B are
given by

ΠA
〈1, 0〉 �

(α+ β+ µ∗(ρ)γ)(1− µ∗(ρ))γ
α+ (1− µ∗(ρ))γ u〈1, 0〉 and

ΠB
〈1, 0〉 � (1− µ∗(ρ))γu〈1, 0〉 .

(29)

Otherwise, if µ∗(ρ) � 1, both retailers charge a price of zero and
obtain a profit of zero.
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Figure A.2. ΠA
〈1, 0〉 as a Function of β
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Proof of Lemma 7. First, consider subgame 〈1, 1〉 in which
both retailers offer PBGs. The expected profit of retailer A
when it charges a price pA is

EΠA
〈1, 1〉(pA) �

{
α[1− FB

〈1, 1〉(pA)]+ γ/2
}

pA
+ (β/2)

·E
[
pA −maxpB∈ΣB

〈1, 1〉
{(1+ ρ)(pA − pB), 0}

]
.

Three regularity conditions that hold in equilibrium are
FA
〈1, 0〉(u〈1, 0〉)� 1, FA

〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0, and FB
〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0. As in the

proof of Lemma 3, wework out themodel solution by solving
the differential equation given the above three regularity con-
ditions. We find that when ρ < γ/β, the equilibrium mixed
pricing strategies are given by

F i
〈1, 1〉(p)� 1−

γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ (1+ ρ)(β/2)

[(
u〈1, 1〉

p

) (α+(1+ρ)(β/2))/α
− 1

]
.

The upper and lower bound is u〈1, 1〉 � min{v , r i
〈1, 1〉} and

l〈1, 1〉 � ((γ/2 − ρ(β/2))/(α + β/2 + γ/2))α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))u〈1, 1〉
where r i

〈1, 1〉 is the reservation price. The profit of retailer i is

ΠA
〈1, 1〉 �

(
α+

β

2 +
γ

2

) (
γ/2− ρ(β/2)
α+ β/2+ γ/2

)α/(α+(1+ρ)(β/2))
u〈1, 1〉 .

When the depth of refund is sufficiently high (i.e., ρ ≥ γ/β),
both retailers charge a price of zero and have zero profit.

Next we examine subgame 〈1, 0〉 in which retailer A offers
PBG while retailer B does not. As in the baseline model, we
use µ to denote nonshoppers’ shopping strategy; that is, a
proportion of µ nonshoppers purchase from retailer A and
the remaining ones patronize retailer B. The expected profit
of retailer A is

EΠA
〈1, 0〉(pA) �

{
α[1− FB

〈1, 0〉(pA)]+ µγ
}

pA

+ βE
[
pA −maxpB∈ΣB

〈1, 0〉

{
(1+ ρ)(pA − pB), 0

}]
in which pB is the price charged by retailer B chosen
from the strategy set ΣB

〈1,0〉 . The expected profit of re-
tailer B when it charges a price pB is given by EΠB

〈1,0〉(pB)�
{α[1−FA

〈1,0〉(pB)]+(1−µ)γ}pB . Given nonshoppers’ shopping
strategy µ, we first calculate the lowest acceptable prices of
both retailers as pA

〈1,0〉
�((µγ−ρβ)/(α+β+µγ))α/(α+(1+ρ)β)u〈1,0〉

and pB
〈1,0〉

� ((1−µ)γ/(α+ (1−µ)γ))u〈1,0〉 , respectively. An en-
dogenously determined µ will, in turn, have an influence
on the equilibrium price distribution. Recall that in the
baseline model, we show that in equilibrium pB

〈1,0〉
> pA

〈1,0〉
.

This relationship still holds in the case of PBGs because
deeper refund lowers pA

〈1,0〉
but has no impact on pB

〈1,0〉
(i.e., ∂ pA

〈1,0〉
/∂ρ < 0 and ∂ pB

〈1,0〉
/∂ρ � 0). Thus, the fol-

lowing three regularity conditions hold in equilibrium:
FA
〈1, 0〉(u〈1, 0〉)�1, FA

〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0, and FB
〈1, 0〉(l〈1, 0〉)� 0. Then we

have FA
〈1, 0〉(p |µ)� 1− ((1− µ)γ/α)(u〈1, 0〉/p − 1) and

FB
〈1, 0〉(p | µ)�



1 at p � u〈1, 0〉 ,

α+ β+ µγ

α+ (1+ ρ)β

[
1−

(
l〈1, 0〉

p

) (α+(1+ρ)β)/α]
for p ∈ [l〈1, 0〉 , u〈1, 0〉).

Thus, the equilibrium lower bound is given by l〈1, 0〉 �
((1− µ)γ/(α + (1− µ)γ))u〈1, 0〉 . Given µ, we can construct a
consistent reservation price r i

〈1, 0〉(µ) for retailer i’s price dis-
tribution F i

〈1, 0〉(p). Moreover, both rA
〈1, 0〉(µ) and rB

〈1, 0〉(µ) are
strictly decreasing in µ and rB

〈1, 0〉(µ) is a strictly increasing
function of µ. Together with rA

〈1, 0〉(1) < rB
〈1, 0〉(1), it is suffi-

cient to show that there exists at most a unique µ∇ that
satisfies rA

〈1, 0〉(µ∇) � rB
〈1, 0〉(µ∇). Since it is bounded between 0

and 1, the optimal search strategy of nonshoppers is given
by µ∗ � min{1,max{0, µ∇}}; µ∗ is a function of consumer
segment sizes (α and β) and the depth of refund ρ.
We further find that ∂µ∗/∂ρ > 0, which means that more
nonshoppers purchase from retailer A when the depth
of refund increases. This result is straightforward, given
that retailer A will incur a large amount of refund if it
charges a high price. To highlight the effect of the depth
of refund on µ∗, we write µ∗(ρ) as a function of ρ only
without causing any confusion. Given µ∗(ρ), we can derive
the equilibrium reservation price r i

〈1, 0〉 for retailer i. The
equilibrium upper bound is u〈1, 0〉 � min{rB

〈1, 0〉 , v}. Hence, we
have l〈1, 0〉 � ([1− µ∗(ρ)]γ/(α + [1− µ∗(ρ)]γ))u〈1, 0〉 . The profit
of retailer A is ΠA

〈1, 0〉 � ([1− µ∗(ρ)]γ(α+ β+ µ∗(ρ)γ))/(α +

[1− µ∗(ρ)]γ)u〈1, 0〉 and the profit of retailer B is ΠB
〈1, 0〉 �

[1− µ∗(ρ)]γu〈1, 0〉 . Q.E.D.

Endnotes
1Source: http://www.officedepot.com/renderStaticPage.do?file�/
customerservice/lowPrice.jsp (accessed January 2014).
2 Internet Retailer takes into account manufacturers’ online direct
channel such as www.apple.com, www.dell.com, etc. Our data sug-
gests that PMGs with a grace period after purchase are the main-
stream form. In this data only 28 online retailers explicitly offer PMGs
with a grace period.
3Our model yields two key empirical predictions that are different
from those of the signaling theory of PMG. First, the signaling the-
ory of PMG suggests that, in equilibrium, consumers do not need
to collect price information in the presence of PMG after purchase
and PMG is never invoked. This is counter to the UK supermarket
industry example above. Anecdotal evidence also suggests that con-
sumers do search for price information after purchase and invoke
PMG if they can. Second, the signaling theory of PMG implies that
the PMG retailer charges a lower price than the non-PMG retailer.
However, Arbatskaya et al. (2006) find that PMG retailers usually
charge a price at least as high as non-PMG retailers. This implies
that there is a need for a theory to complement the signaling the-
ory of PMG. In our paper, the refundee segment is actively engaged
in postpurchase search and invokes the PMG if they find a lower
price. The PMG retailer who can attract all refundees charges a price
weakly greater than the non-PMG retailer in the asymmetric equi-
librium. Our theory, therefore, serves to complement the signaling
theory of PMG.
4See Stahl (1989, p. 702) for a discussion of this point. As we will
show later, because consumers with zero search cost will sample
both retailers, retailers’ pricing will be in mixed strategies.
5This can be seen as follows. The reservation price r i

S can be written
as the product of search cost c and a function of consumer segment
sizes as is in Table 3 so the ratio of reservation prices to search cost
r i

S/c is a function of consumer segment sizes only. Since d i
S is a func-

tion of consumer segment sizes, h i is also a function of consumer
segment sizes.
6There does not exist a region in which both dA

〈1, 0〉 > d i
〈0, 0〉 and d i

〈1, 1〉 <
dB
〈1, 0〉 hold.
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7Corollary 1 shows that all three consumer segments played an
important role in retailers’ decisions to offer PMG or not. We thank
an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this analysis.
8 In the PMG case, shoppers get the minimum price regardless of
whether they purchase from the PMG retailer or the lower-priced
retailer. Therefore, there is no incentive to deviate from their equilib-
rium search strategy. However, in the PBG case the shoppers have an
incentive to purchase from the PBG retailer because in the event that
the non-PBG retailer’s price is lower they can get a price strictly lower
than the minimum price they would obtain if they purchased from
the lower priced retailer. Consequently, it may seem that the equi-
librium search strategy is not deviation proof. However, if shoppers
were to commit to purchasing from the PBG retailer, they essentially
act like loyal customers and so neither retailer has an incentive to
compete for them. In equilibrium, both retailers will charge a price at
the product valuation v and shoppers are strictly worse off. Forward-
looking shoppers can anticipate this outcome and have an incentive
to commit ex-ante to purchase from the lower priced retailer. In this
section we assume that shoppers are able to credibly precommit to
directly purchasing from the retailer with the lower price. In other
words, their shopping behavior does not depend on whether or not
the retailer offers PBG.
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